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Foreword

Dan Tc.rlizzi

Maty and Sea Grant Extension

A popular aphorism maintains that there is a silver lining for every dark cloud. Zebra
rnussels have been the darkest cloud yet in the invasion biology of North America, Zebra mus-
sel clean-up, prevention and treatment measures � which are expected to cost billions over the
next decade in the Great Lakes region alone promise to be a serious problem in the Mid-
Atlantic and other regions as well. What fool with rose colored optics would look for a silver
lining here. I believe that at »arne point in the near future we will review the threat posed by
the zebra mussel invasion, recognizing the complacency we have tolerated for too long, and
realize that Dreissena p01ymorpha taught a valuable � as well as expensive � lesson.

We have been well aware that shipping and ballast water discharge have been respon-
sible for over 40 introductions in the Great Lakes region alone. We have become increasingly
aware that there are ecological consequences to these introductions, These impacts seemed rela-
tively mild until zebra mussels arrived. We had fair warning. As the list of aquatic
nonindigenous species grew, we knew that introductions were occurring with serious frequency
and that at some point a harmful invader was likely to be introduced. We were playing a kind
of ballast biota roulette. There is to my knowledge no available method for predicting risk based
on invasion frequency, although the work of Dr. Jium Carlton and his colleagues has taken a
significant step in getting there. Clearly, we can ill afford a disastrous introduction like the ze-
bra mussel every 25, 50, or even 100 years. And yet it appears that disruptive introductions may
actually occur in shorter intervals of about 10 years.

The First Mid-Atlantic Zebra Mussel Conference was organized for two purposes: prepa-
ration and prediction, Preparation, as a key to preventing disruption of utilities, has become
necessary after witnessing the Great Lakes experience, This spirit of preparedness has been the
motivation behind establishment of the Mid-Atlantic Sea Grant Network's zebra mussel out-
reach program, funded by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  NOAA!
prediction is important in the region's planning for zebra mussels, lt wiQ allow us to direct
educational efforts at high risk areas and to assist resource managers in making decisions about
boating regulations, monitoring and treatments.

I believe that the conference provides an invaluable educational base, The risk reports
prepared by the individual states will be useful guides in directing educational efforts and
evaluating the success of our predictions in the future F'urther information from the second



evaluating the»ucces» of our predictions in the future. Further information from the second
M>d-Atlantic Zebra Mussel Conference  June 1-3, 1994 in Atlantic City, New Jersey! is available
from New Jersey Sea Grant. A list of zebra mussel materials produced by all the Sea Grant pro-
gram» in the Mid-Atlantic Region, Zebra Mussel: Present Threat, Ftdure Danger., is available from
the Delaware Sea Grant College, Lewes, Delae are. The Zebra Mussel information Clearinghouse
 ��! 395-25�!, sponsored by the New York Sea Grant Extension, also provides research re-
port», periodicals, and bibliographies.

A program on this scale requires a good deal of cooperation and assistance. The Zebra
Mussel Conference planning committee included: Tracey Bryant, Ed Christoffers, Barbara Doll,
Bill DuPaul, jack Greer, Ron Klauda, Roger Mann, Garry Smythe, Daniel E. Terlizzi, and Alex
Wvpyszinski. Private industry gave invaluable support to the program, Robin Tnlliver and
jeannette Connors provided most of the organizational support and cheerfully handled the
registrations, llse Grove assisted in draft preparation. We all owe a great deal to Jim Falk of
[!@!aware Sea Grant for his very capable coordination of projects and reports. The Sea Grant
txroths of the entire Mid-Atlantic Region represented an impressive display of outreach materi-
al» and»erved to further demonstrate the cooperative spirit that has characterized this project
from the outset.

Dan Terlizzi

Maryland Sea Crant Ertertsion Program
Artnapo1ts, Maryland



Overview

Criteria for Predicting
Zebra Mussel Invasions

in the Mid-Atlantic Region

Patrick Baker, Shirley Baker and Roger Mann
Virginia Institute of Marine Science

Coliege o William and Mary

INTRODUCT1ON

The papers in this volume present a series of forecasts concerning the future of zebra
rnussels, Dreissena polymorphy, in mid-Atlantic states. What is the probability that zebra rnussels
will invade specific bodies of water within a given state? If they do invade, will they become
economic and ecological pests as they have in portions of the Great Wkes? These and similar
questions will be addressed, with the expectation that management strategies can be developed
to delay, nutigate, or possibly even prevent zebra mussel invasions in some areas.

The probability of invasion is related to the frequency of inoculation and survival of
zebra mussels in a body of water. A variety of dispersal rnechanisrns and the frequency and
relative importance of each inoculation affect the overall chance that a reproducing population
of zebra rnussels will become established in a lake or estuary The probability of invasion of a
specific body of water, hereafter referred to as the risk of invasion, is the topic of the first por-
tion of this chapter.

Prior experience with zebra mussel invasions in Europe and other parts of North
America indicates that, initially, population growth is not limited by predators, parasites, or
other biological factors. However, certain abiotic parameters seem to limit zebra mussel popula-
tions in Europe, Therefore, the criteria for predicting the success of zebra mussel invasion in the
mid-Atlantic region are primarily physical environmental parameters, and especially aspects of
water chemistry. The degree to which a particular body of water conforms to the known opti-
rnum physiological requirements for zebra mussels is here termed its susceptibility. The second
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art ot' thi» chapter is a review of the physiological requirements used to predict susceptibility.
7.For an example of' similar predictions for other regions, see Neary and l.each �99 !.

A second species «f Dreissena, designated the "quagga mussel"  its taxonomic identity is
uncertain! has been found in parts of the Great Lakes and New York inland waters  May anduncertain�

en, ]992!, At present, nothing is known about the dispersal or physiological requirements
of the quagga mussel, except that it lives with Dreissena polyniorpha and dominates some deep-
water populations  Marsden, 1993!, Throughout this chapter, Dreissenn is used to indicate both
the zebra mussel and the quagga mussel.

INVASION RISK

Dispersal Mechanisms of Zebra Mussels

invasion risk is defined as the probability that zebra mussels will inoculate a specific
body of water in sufficient nuinbers to establish a viable population. As will be explained, risk
is related to the number of zebra mijssels inoculated, environmental conditions, and the mecha-
nisms of inoculation.

Termiriology for biological invasions merits a brief discussion. An invasion is the suc-
cessful  reproducing! establishment of a species in an area in which it was previously absent,
The vector for invasion can be either human-mediated or natural. When an invasion is known
to be human-mediated, it can be termed an introductiou. Thus, Dreissena was introduced to Lake
St. Clair, Michigan, and from there intxided  by natural dispersal! Lake Erie and Lake Ontario.
The actual event that leads to an introductiori, such as the release of ballast water containing
larvae, is termed inoculation, and the process by which the new species becomes a self-maintain-
ing population is termed establishment, Thus, inoculation and esfablishment are events within an
introduction, which is itself a specific form of invasion. These usages come from no single source,
and alternate terms are used elsewhere, but the ~bove are generany consistent with modern
literature on aquatic biological invasions,

Population Establishment

One of the most difficult aspects of predicting biological invasions is forecasting when
 how soon! an invasion will occur, Dreissena invaded the Great Lakes some time shortly prior to
1988  Hebert el al., 19S9!, but ballast water, the mechanism responsible for invasion, existed for
decades before Dreissena became established  Carlton, 1993!, Similarly, the rate and direction of
dispersal by both natural and human-mediated means from the Great Lakes has often defied
prediction. For example, Dreissena has been present in an upper portion of the Susquehanna
ver in New York since at least 1991  Lange and Cap, 1992! but to date has not appeared in

downstream portions. This absence does not mean that zebra mussels wiQ not invade down-
stream, but we are unable to predict their invasion.

We have limited understanding of how some inoculations may be favored over others.
Dreissenaecssena reproduces sexually, releasing male and female gametes into the water. 1'rior research
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on other aquatic organisms  Pennington, 1985; Lasker and Stewart, 1992! shows that gamete
viability decreases dramatically with dilution. Therefore, low-density populations of benthic
invertebrates have much lower reproductive success than high-density populations. AnimaLs in
the initial inoculation of Dreissena must be in sufficient proximity to spawn and produce off-
spring in sufficient quantities to, in turn, reproduce. Larvae disperse in the plankton and un-
dergo high mortality; those that survive to settlement are widejy scattered, and only larvae that
settle near others can reproduce. Thus, the greater the founding population, the greater the
chance of establishment, and the more quickly the population will attain high levels. Dispersal
mechanisms that deliver many individuals to the same location are the most likely to spread
invasions Oohnson and Carlton, 1993!.

There are two practical aspects to the above observation. First, it is cost-effective for
management agencies to concentrate first on major invasion vectors, rather than trying to pre-
vent every possible mechanism for invasion. Second, when obtaining public cooperation in
limiting Dreissena invasion, it is important to make individuals believe that their own reasonable
efforts can make a difference in Dretssena invasion. The latter aspect has been discussed by John-
son and Carlton �993!.

Natural Dispersal

l.arva/ Dispersal

Dreissena is unusual among freshwater bivalves in that it has planktonic larvae and
postlarvae  Griffiths et al., 1991; McMahon, 1991!. Postlarvae drift passively with currents by
means of long byssal threads  Martel, 1992!, Planktonic larvae swim by means of the velum, a
ciliated organ, Most bivalve larvae have swimming rates of less than 1 mm s '  Mann and Wolf,
1983; Jonsson et al,, 1991; Mann et al., 1991! and therefore cannot swim against most currents,
Juveniles and adults can crawl actively but not rapidly. Dreissena is more adapted to lakes  no
net currents! or estuaries  bidirectional currents!, than to rivers  unidirectional current!
 Neumann et al., 1993!, Rivers with attached oxbow lakes, navigational locks, or other calm
backwaters could probably support significant populations of Dreissena  e.g, Biryukov et aL,
1968!. Estuaries in southern Russia, Ukraine, and Kazakhstan comprise the native range of
Dreissena. The largest populations outside of the native range, in Europe and North America,
live in lakes, estuaries, and other calm waters  Shtegman, 1968; Wolff, 1969; Stanczykowska,
1977; Gri&ths et al., 1991!.

High densities of Dreissena in non-estuarine rivers can be maintained only by a continual
input of individuals from upstream lakes or backwaters. Thus, streams without such areas
cannot be successfully invaded by Dreissena. Unfortunately, most major North American rivers,
including those along the eastern coastline of the U,S,, have upstream reservoirs that could sup-
port Dreissena populations, given the correct water quality parameters. High densities of
Dreissena can be attained in rivers downstream of lakes  e.g, Piesik, 1983; Neurnann et al,, 1993!.
There are no data on the effect of reservoir size or flushing rates on downstream Dreissena
population densities. For the present, all freshwater downstream of a lake capable of supporting
Dreissena populations must be considered at risk of invasion.



l!rcfssraa has a limited to tolerance to salt water, but most major eastern estuaries in
North America have large freshwater tidal portions. Even in years of low freshwater input,
significant portions of most estuaries remain fresh. Ureissena larvae and postlarvae cou! d be
retained within the estuary by the same mechanisms used hy oyster larvae  Seliger eP af., 1982;
Mann, 1988!, A native species closely related to Ureiss~mo, the false mussel Mytifopsis
tcucophaeata, is already present in oligohaline and freshwater portions of estuaries from New
York to Texas  Abbott, 1974!. Since pH and calcium levels of these estuaries are often ideal for
L7rrissrrta, they must be considered at risk of Dreisst na invasion. Furthermore, fresh portions o f
estuaries will eventually be invaded if Dreissena populations are established in upstream lakes
or reservoirs. The St. Lawrence River in Quebec and the Hudson River in New York are two
North American examples of freshwater estuaries invaded from upstream  New York Sea Grant,
1992!.

Adult and Juvenfle Dispersal

Adults and juveniles of Dreissena crawl by alternately attaching and releasing byssal
threads. Based on crawling rates of juvenile marine mussels  Mytifus spp. these authors,
unpubl. data!, Drrisserta 'mdivid uals can probably move several meters per day, A very short
stream between a Dreissena-infested reservoir and an upstream, non-infested reservoir would
probably not be a barrier against invasion by crawling individuals. Two examples of this situa-
tion include a series of ponds in a typical golf course and the network of ponds, canals, and
ditches in many coastal cities in the mid-Atlantic region. Dreissena individuals probably cannot
circumnavigate a waterfall or spillway or crawl up a rapidly flowing stream more than several
hundred meters in sufficient numbers to establish a new population in an upstream reservoir.

Natural mechanisms such as amphibious animals could transfer byssally-attached adults
or juveniles between very close but separate bodies of water, These mecharuszns, reviewed by
Carlton �993!, include aggregations attached to the carapaces of turtles migrating between
nearby bodies of water, Certain species of turtle may become important in dispersing Dreissenu
within regions with many small lakes or in coastal regions with many small estuaries isolated
from each other by low, narrow terrestrial barriers. This last condition is typical of the coastal
plain from New Jersey to Texas, In the mid-Atlantic region, the eastern musk turtle  Sfeuofherus
odoratus!, a common species living in a variety of bodies of water, and the much larger snapping
turtle  Chelydra srrpentfna! are noted for having heavy algal fouling  McCauley, 1945; Martoff ef
al., 1980; J. Brown, Virginia Inst, Marine Science, pers, comm.!.

Waterfowl have been suggested by a variety of authors as potential vectors of transport.
Carlton �993! reviews evidence for and against this mechanism of invasion, Birds could trans-
port Dreissena many kilometers by a variety of means, although the actual numbers transportedb y any one bird would be small relative to the numbers that could be transported by almost any
human-mediated process. The role of large flocks of migratory birds in dispersing Drefssena is
worth investigating, however,

It should be noted that so far the spread of Dretssena across natural barriers in NorthAmerica can be attributed to human actions alone. Thus, while amphibious animals may be



mechanisms of invasion, most emphasis should be placed on controlling human-mediated dis-
persal mechanisms.

Human-Mediated Dispersal Mechanisms

Overland transport

Overland transport of Dreissena by recreational vessels or the trailers that transport them
has received attention as the primary mechanism for the invasion of inland lakes separated from
other navigable waters. Either vessel hulls or their trailers are the most probable vector for the
invasion of the upper Susquehanna drainage in Yew York state  Lange and Cap, 1992!. Balti-
more County, Maryland, has restricted the use of recreational vessels in several municipal reser-
voirs in response to this threat. McMahon and Payne  ]992! have shown that Dreissena can
survive several days out of water even at high temperatures  Carlton, 1993!, Public education
has focused on the potential for Dreissena attached to vessel hulls to be moved between lakes,
but under certain circumstances, more Dreissena will probably be transported on strands of
aquatic macrophytes that become entangled in boat trailers  Carlton, unpubl. data!. Invasions
that are known or suspected to result from overland transport have been fewer, so far, than
expected, The reason may be that, normally, few individuals are introduced by a single inocula-
tion.

Juveniles or adults wiII be transported overland by the above mecharusms. To be intro-
duced to the new location, the Dreissena must detach from the vessel or trailer. Juveniles are
generally more mobile than adults  Eckroat et al., 1993!. Dreissena attached to macrophytes en-
tangled with the boat trailer may detach with the plant in the new body of water. Furthermore,
a piece of plant with attached Dreissena could drift rapidly down a river until it reached a lake,
where a population could be established. In contrast, adult Dreisserra sinking individually into a
river are less likely to reach a downstream lake or successfully establish a population.

Ballast Neater, Bilges, Bait Howells

It may be due to chance that the Great Lakes were invaded by Dreissena before another
North American body of water. It is believed that Dreissena was introduced into the Great Lakes
by the release of ballast water containing larvae or postlarvae from the holds of ore carriers
from Europe. Evidence for this route has been weII documented  see Carlton, 1993, for review!.
Guidelines to prevent further introductions of exotic species by releasing ballast water into the
Great Lakes have been established. However, compliance is not complete  J. Carlton, pers.
comm.!, and a single inoculation under optimal conditions may be sufficient to permit invasion.
Furthermore, ballast water release into other North American freshwater ports remains undocu-
mented. For example, the port of Richmond, Virginia, is visited regularly by container ships
from Antwerp, Belgium, and other European ports  Meehan Overseas Terminal, Inc., 1991!,
Alexandria, Virginia, is visited six to seven times annually by ships from Quebec City, Quebec,
where Dreissena is established in the St. Lawrence River  Robinson Terminal Warehouse Corp.,
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Alexandria, Virginia, pers. comm.!, The ballast water exchanged, though undocumented and
unregulated repre»ents a potenhal introduction of Dreissemc into Virginia. Port logs, sometiznesI

available upon request, will no doubt reveal many further points of potenfiaJ introduction.
Batt wells, bilge water, or shipments of live fish or bait harbor larvae or postlarvae for

several days, although to date no specific examples of this means of transport occurring in
North America are known.  See CarJton, 1993 for a review.!

Vessel &ansport Between Estuaries

Once established in Lake St, Clair and Lake Erie in 1989, Dreissena was subsequently
identified at many isolated points elsewhere in the Great Lakes and in the Erie Canal, New
York. The vector of dispersal in these cases wa» thought to be vessel hulls with byssaJly-at-
tached adults or juveniles  Griffith» rt al., 1991!. Vessels moving rapidly upstream or across
»alinity barriers are a major mechanism for expanding the range of Dreissena, Postlarvae ancl
juveniles attached to the hu!l of a recently moved vessel can detach at a new moorage and accu-
mulate on nearby stationary substrate. AduJts attached to the hull can also spawn at a new
location. %be relative importance of these two phenomena depends on the number of
postlarvae or juveniles transferred in the first case, or the number of adults and the amount of
time spent at the new moorage in the second case. The resettlernent of postlarvae and juverules
from vessel hulls is likeJy to be favored during the reproductive season by vessels with rela-
tively clean hulls that do not spend extended periods at any particular mooring. A high density
of microscopic Oreissena postlarvae and juveniles would be unnoticed by persons visually in-
»~sting vessel hulls in an attempt to prevent the spread of Dreissena. On the other hand, some
vessels, especially barges, spend weeks or months at aparticular moorage, giving fouling organ-
isms attached tn their hulls multiple opportunities to spawn. In such cases, vessels with large
fouling populations of adult Dreissena would be favored as a method for introducing this spe-

l4rge» in particular represent a major vector for Dreissena dispersal because of their largehull areas, which are infrequently cleaned, and their long residence periods at any particular
moorage. Once moved, barges may be moored for months or even years, giving any fouling
organisms many opportunities to reproduce. Jn addition, freshwater regions are attractive to
many vessel owners for long-term moorage because of the relative lack  prior to Dreissena! offouling organisms. Although the hulLs of other vessels traveling between estuaries are generally
smaller and cleaner than barge hulls, the possibility of introduction via smaller vessels cannotbe ruled out. Even a small, unnoticed portion of a hull could harbor tens of thousands of adult,
juvenile, and postlarval Dreissena.

Given the ability of Dreissena to tolerate moderately saline waters for at least a shortperiod, vessel traffic represents a major intracoastal vector for the spread of Dreissena betweenestuaries, Dre>sana, present in both the Hudson and Susquehanna Rivers  New York Sea Grant,1992!, could potentially spread to most other estuaries with barge traffic between New York andFlorida. At present no records on commercial or recreational traffic between freshwater estua-rine ports in North America have been compiled. The length of time that Dreissena can to%"rate



full seawater, perhaps by completely closing their valves, is unknown. They can survive several
days out of water, attached to pleasure craft hulls  McMahon and Payne, 1992!, and several
days without oxygen  Mikheev, 1968!.

Introduction of Dreissena to a body of water via the hull of a vessel does not automati-
cally ensure establishment. High survival of large numbers  e.g. nullions! of Dreissena during the
passage overland or in high salinity is required for a population to become established. Water
conditions favorable for growth and reproduction in the host estuary and long moorage of the
fouled vessel increase the probability of establishment,

Intentional Introduction

The possibility of deliberate, misguided introductions of Dreissena must be seriously
considered. Dreissena populations, believed to be responsible for a dramatic increase in water
clarity in Lake Erie  Wright and Mackie, 1990; Di Vincenzio, Newport News Daily Press, Dec, 5,
1991; Walker, 1991; Cohen, 1992; Greenberg ei al., 1992; MacIsaac and Sprules, 1992; Leach, 1993;
Sisson, 1993!, would probably have the same effect on any small lake to which they were suc-
cessfully introduced. Water clarity, while of uncertain ecological advantage, is aesthetically
attractive. Other reasons for intentionally introducing Dre~ssena could include increasing
biodiversity, providing food for other organisms, or providing a new bait source. Dreissena are
exceptionally easy to collect and transport. If Dreissena are used as bait, there is a risk of recre-
ational fishermen dumping left-over bait into a pond or lake, Many previous introductions of
freshwater mollusks are believed to have been carried out by private landowners, intentionally
or through carelessness  Carlton, 1993!. Because Dreissena larvae disperse, a small lake that re-
tains and concentrates successive generations may be as much at risk from a single introduction
as a large lake.

SU SCEPTIBILITY TO INVASION:
PHYSIOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS OF ZEBRA MUSSELS

This section reviews published data on the physiological requirements of Drerssena with
respect to water quality and chemistry, Four common aspects appear critical to the persistence
and reproduction of Dreissena populations. temperature, salinity, pH, and calcium content. Table
I summarizes this information for adults and larvae.

Temperature

The 11-12' C temperature range at which adult Dreissena grow in European jakes
 Stanczykowska 1977! corresponds to the values of 10-12 C reported by Mackie �991! for
Dreissena in the Great Lalces. Bij de Vaate �989!, however, observed that growth of Dreissena in
the Netherlands occurred at temperatures as low as 6' C. In a review of European lakes with
Dreissena, Strayer �991! reported that the largest populations were in lakes with a mean annual
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temperature of only 6-9 C, inferring that temperatures exceeded that range onlv half of the
year. Borcherding �991!, who reported gametic growth at temperatures as low as 2-4 C, sug-
gested that reported differences could be due in part to food quality and quantity for different
populations. Differences may also reflect methods of measuring or defining growth. Schneider
�992! predicts that growth rate is strongly affected hy temperature, with slower growth rates
at low tetnperatures. The minimum temperature tolerance for survival appears to be just above
freezing  Strayer, 1991!, Nowhere in the rnid-Atlantic region are temperature regimes cold
enough to limit Dreissertrt populations, The maximum temperature for adult Dreissena growth
has btxn n~rtcd as 26-33' C  Stanczykowska, 1977!.

Table 1. Physiological Requirements of Zebra Mussels.

Temperature Salinity Calcium
'C

ppm

Adult Survi va I 0-35 0-
 7.0-? unknown

Adult  irowth 7,i-? �4.5 - 76! �-0.6%!

I harv al <;itnvth l2-24 7.4-9.4

 8.4-s.5!

12-106+
�7-1'! �0-?!

Va!ues expreSSed as ranges; optimum rangeS are enrlosed in parentheseS. References are given in section On
I'hy xi�«l«gi cat Requirements-

 ..ametogenesis in Dreisscita has been reported to occur at temperatures as low as 2-4 C
in the prt~rnce of good food quality  Borcherding, 1991!. Spawning is known to occur at 12' C
 Sprung, 1987, Bij de Vaate, 1989; Borcherding, 1991! and at 22-23' C  Haag and Garton, 1992!.
Sprung �987! reported a loss of sperm motility in Dreissena at 26' C and zygote failure above
24 C. This last evidence indirectly supports predictions by Strayer �991! that populations of
I>rrissena will bc heat-limited in the southernmost regions of North America. Haag and Garton
�992!, however, reported that DreissetM in Lake Erie spawned when water temperatures rose
above 26' C the maximum temperature at this time was 30 C. Therefore, temperatures as high
as 30 C may not inhibit reproduction. In a review of climatological conditions in Europe,
Strayer �991! reported that the highest mean monthly temperature tolerated by Dreissena was
26 4 C. Opbmum larval rearing temperatures in the laboratory were reported to be about 17-18'
C by Sprung �987!.

In temperate regions with seasonal temperature fiuctuations, there will always be o ti-
mal temperature windows during of the year for spawning. Hence, the temperature tolerance of
adults is an im rtant factor in the cpo Ontinued Survival Of populationS. Dreisseira tolerateS ex-tended periods of temperatures exceeding 25 C, so the majority of the United States and south-
ern Canada are within the temperature tolerance of this species,
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Salinity

Mackie and Kilgour �992! reported an LCso of 7.6% salinity at 96 hours for
unacclimated adult Dreissena at 19' C. Over a period of 42 days, Dreissena that had been slowly
acclimated had only 15"i mortality at 8,0% salinity at 4' or at 10* C. Barber �992!, however,
reported 100"~ mortality of adult Dreissena within 52 days in water slowly raised from Or to
2.7% at 15' C, Wolff �969! cited an unpublished source stating that Dreissena can survive sahni-
ties as high as 12.2%, although the circumstances of exposure were not given. In the delta
region of the Netherlands, adult Dreissena tolerate a constant salinity of 4% in ponds, but they
are not found at mean salinities above 0.6%o in estuaries,  Wolff, 1969!, Wolff �969! concluded
that the higher mean salinities could be tolerated only if there were not tidally-driven fluctu-
ation,

The apparent difference in the salinity tolerance of Dreisscna, reported by Mackie and
Kilgour �992! and Barber �992!  above!, may reflect a strong interaction of salinity and tem-
perature  with higher salmity tolerance at lower temperatures!, or it may reflect physiological
differences in the experimental animals. Hebert et al. �989! and Garton and Haag �991! re-
ported high genetic variability ainong Dreissena in the Great Lakes, This genetic variability may
be the source of differencies in physiological tolerances,

When plotting the potential spread of Dreissena in North America, it is safest to assume
that they can tolerate salinities of at least 12.2% for a few days. A significant number of
Dreissena fouling slow-moving vessels such as barges moved periodically between freshwater
portions of estuaries, would survive during transport For example, a barge fouled by Dreissena
in the Susquehanna River in Pennsylvania or Maryland could probably be towed to a new an-
chorage  and a new watershed! in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, or Alexandria, Virginia, without
submitting the Dreissena to lethal osmotic stress, On the other hand, only areas with salinity
below 2% are likely to maintain high Dreissena densities, Walton �993! found Dreissena in
salinities as high as 6%o in the Hudson river, but high densities  >1000 m-2! were maintained
only at a site that never exceeded 3% salinity and was often fresh.

The salinity tolerances of Dreissena spawning adults, eggs, veliger larvae, or planktonic
postlarvae, have not been reported. In a review of physiological tolerances of oysters of the
genus Crassosfrea,  Mann et al., 1991! reported that the ranges of salinity tolerances for spawning
adults or for larvae were equal to or less than those for adult survival.

pH, Calcic a~d Other Chemical Parameters

The pH values in North American fresh waters depend upon rainfall acidity and bed-
rock composition. Adult Dreissena have a heavy periostracum covering a]] but the oldest, thick-
est portion of the shell  pers. obs.!. The periostracum in freshwater mollusks is thought to aid
in prevention of shell dissolution  McMaho~, 1991!; Dreissena may thus be able to survive peri-
ods of relative acidity, The minimum pH tolerance of adult Dreissena appears to be 7.0, the
point at which shell dissolution exceeds calcium uptake  Vinogradov et al., 2993!, but
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Ramcharan et ai. �992!, in a literature survey of European lakes, reported that significant popu-
lations of Dret'sserra persisted only above a mean pH of 7.5.

Larval development in Dreisseua appears to be tightly regulated by pH. Sprung �987!
reported Dreissena egg survival at a pH range of 7,4-9.4. Optimal survival occurred at pH 8,4-8,5
and temperatures of 18-20' C. Even if these values vary among Dreissena populations under
dif ferent rearjng conditions, it appears that at least during the reproductive season, Dreissena
requires slightly alkaline water,

Calcium, a major component of mollusk shells, appears to bc limiting in some cases.
Ca'  from CaCO,! is expressed either as "hardness"  milliequivalents or rneq!, or as mg per
liter. European lakes with large populations of Dreissena have hardness levels of about 1.73-3,16
meq  Strayer, 1991!, or a minimum of about 34.5 mg Ca-" I', a mean of about 45-52 mg Ca" I',
and a maximum of 76 mg Ca" I'  Ramcharan et ai�1992!. These values should not be consid-
ered Iimjts, but the range of calcium concentrations at which large populations of Dreissena have
been reported to exist in Europe, Actual requirements for adult Dreissena have not been deter-
mined in the laboratory. Sprung �987! reported nunirnum embryo survival at 12 mg Ca' l'
and optimum survival at levels of 40 mg Ca' I ' �,0 meq! and above. Larvae grew relatively
well at calcium levels of 106 mg V, the mna ximurn level tested.

Other salts, including MgSO,, NaCl, KHCOv NaHCO,, and MgCl�do not appear limit-
ing to Dreissena embryos  Sprung, 1987!. Potassium  KCI! is lethal at levels of about 100 ppm
 LC� for 24 hours!  Fisher and Strornberg, 1992!, but concentrations rarely approach this level in
natural waters, In a review of European lakes,  Ramcharan et al., 1992! reported that the mean
phosphate  PO,! level of lakes with stable populations of Dreissena is about 0,12 mg I ', with a
maximum level of 0,18 mg I. ' and a nunirnum of 0.05 mg I'. However, Dreissena populations
have been reported in lakes with no measurable free phosphate. Phosphorus and nitrogen may
have indirect roles on Dreissena population growth rates, since they are critical nutrients affect-
mg the abundance of freshwater phytoplankton, the primary food source for Dreissena, Ammm
nia  NH,! is lethal to Dreissena at a level of about 2 mg I '  Nichols, 1993!, but this level is lethal
to many other aquatic organistns as well.

Oxygen

<ith limited data,  Sprung 1987! concluded that Dreissena larvae survived for short peri-
ods at oxygen levels as low as 20%%uo of saturation at 18' C. This oxygen level in natural systems
considered to be a hypoxic condition, which, if it persists for a significant period, causes prob-

lems far worse than zebra mussel infestations. During periods of heaviest pollution in the
1970s, hypoxia eradicated Dreissena from much of the Rhine River in Germany  Neumann et al,
1993!- The degree of adult survival under hypoxic conditions is unknown, but juvenile oysters
have been shown to be significantly more tolerant of hypoxia than larvae  Widdows et al., 1989!,
Thus, adult and juvenile Dreissena are probably more tolerant of hypoxia than larvae. Under
anoxic conditions, 100%%d mortality of Dreisserra occurs in about 6 days at 17-18' C, and in 3 days
at 23-24 C  Mikheev, 196$!. McMahon and Alexander �991! concluded that Dreissena are
poorly adapted for survival at low oxygen levels in warm water �5' C!, which indirectly»p-
ports Strayer's �991! predictions of a warm-water limitation to Dreissena invasion. In general,
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however, only severely stressed aquatic systems would have oxygen levels low enough to in-
hibit Dreissena invasions.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter is devoted to predictions of the probability of invasion by the zebra mussel,
Dreissena poiymorpha  and the quagga mussel, Dreissena sp.! to specific bodies of water in Vir-
ginia. The criteria for these predictions are outlined in a previous chapter in this volume. Prob-
ability of invasion is divided into risk and susceptibility. Risk refers to the chance, relative to
other sites, that a body of water will be inoculated with Dreisserxa in sufficient number to estab-
lish a population. Inoculation can occur by natural dispersal, but in the mid-Atlantic region, is
most likely to occur through accidental introduction by humans, especially via boat traffic, Sus-
ceptibility of a body of water refers to the probability, based on known physiological require-
ments, that Dreissena could survive and reproduce. In this chapter predictions are made, con-
cerning both risk and suceptibility, for several bodies of water in Virginia.

w Original Drrissena populations are native to freshwater or brackish portions of estuaries
with bidirectional water flow in eastern Europe and central Asia  Stanczykowska, 1977!, Most
subsequent invasions have occurred in lakes and freshwater portions of estuaries  Shtegman,
1968; Wolff, 1969; Stanczykowska, 1977; Griffiths et al., 1991!. Freshwater portions of estuaries
and natural and artificial reservoirs in the mid-Atlantic region of the United States  here defined
as drainages east of the Appalachian Mountains between New York and South Carolina! are
therefore at risk from invasion by Dreissena, given correct water quality parameters. Dreissena
populations cannot be maintained at high levels in freshwater rivers without an upstream reser-
voir or lake because of the planktonic larvae and postlarval stages.

19
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TEMPERATURE-LIMITED SYSTEMS

None of the systems in the mid-Atlantic region fall below the minimum temperature
requirements for Dreissena reproduction, but most estuaries and lowland reservoirs in South
Carolina and Georgia have summer temperatures that may exceed Dre>sserta tolerances, based
on reported European limits  Strayer, 199'l! and reported physiological limits of zygotes and
adults  Sprung, 19S7; McMahon and Alexander, 1991!. Reported European temperature limits
for Drcisscua may be based on geography as much as temperature, however, since the Mediter-
ranean Sea acts as a southern barrier. The movement of Dre>'ssena down the Mississippi River,
tracked recently as far as Vicksberg, Mississippi  New York Sea Grant, 1993!, should be closely
monitored as a natural test of temperature tolerance of this species in North America.

ESTUARIES

Virtually all estuaries with permanent freshwater inputs in the mid-Atlantic region have
tidal freshwater portions and are potenhally suceptible to invasion by Dreissena. Examples of
major estuaries  more than 1000 ha. of open, permanently fresh water! between New York and
North Carolina include the Hudson River; the Delaware River; the Susquehanna, Potomac,
Rappahannock, Mattaponi, Pamunkey, and James Rivers in Chesapeake Bay; Currituck and
Albemarle Sounds, and Pamlico, Pungo and Neuse Rivers, in North Carolina  Coupe and Webb,
1984; U,S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1984; NOAA, 19S5!,

Estuaries can be invaded by Dreissena in several ways. If zebra mussels invade the fresh
water portion of a river or a lake via overland routes with recreational vessels and become es-
tablished, they will subsequently invade downstream waters. Alternately, estuaries can be in
vaded from the seaward direction by vessels traveling from other estuaries. Ballast water con-
taining Dreissnra larvae is a wel]-known vector. Under some circumstances, adult zebra mussels
may also be introduced on the hulls of vessels that do not spend a large amount of time in high-
salinity water.

Canals partially eliminate natural terrestrial and high-salinity barriers between major
estuaries and smaller estuaries of the intracoastal Waterway and may facilitate Dreissena transfer
between basins. For example, the Chesapeake-Delaware canal, connecting oligohaline portions
of those respective estuaries, is, at times of high freshwater runoff, fresh or nearly fresh at both
ends  U.S- Army Corps of Engineers, 19S5; NOAA, 1985; Mellor, 1986! and thus represents a
route for natural invasion of the Delaware estuary by Dreissena from the Susquehanna drainage
 Lange and Cap, 1992; New York Sea Grant, 1993!. Two canals, the Dismal Swamp Canal and
the Che C esapeake and Albemarle Canal, connect the Elizabeth giver estuary in southern Chesa-
peake Bay, Virginia, to freshwater portions of the Albemarle and Currituck Sounds in North
Carolina, The freshwater portions of the two formerly separate estuaries are now a single body
of water. The Alligator River and Pungo River Canal connect tidal fresh waters of Albema»e
and Pamlico Sounds, respectively, in North Carolina. Similar examples can be found eisewheie
along the Intracoastal Waterway. Even if high salinity regions act as barriers to natural rang
expansion by Dreissena, barge and other boat traffic carrying Dreissena along these canals could
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passass relatively quickly through high salinity areas. Dreissena can tolerate at least several days of
[ativelv high salmi y.

Dreissena has already invaded the Hudson River estuary  Walton, 1993!, and appears
poised to invade the Susquehanna River estuary  Lange and Cap, 1992; New York Sea Grant,
1993!. These estuaries will serve as models of biological and economic impacts in other mid-
Atlanhc estuaries. In addition, they will serve as reservoirs of Dreissena to invade adjacent cwtu-
afies particularly on the hulls of vessels travelling between estuaries, as discussed in the Intro-
duchon.

Some, but not all, of Virginia's freshwater and estuarine regions are at risk of or suscep-
Bble to, invasion and establishment by Dreissena. The risk of inoculation varies between estuar-
ies, according to the level of boat traffic and other human factors. Susceptibility of establish-
Inent, on the other hand, varies according to water chemistry, In the following discussion for
each estuary, values for pH and calcium are the maximum reported monthly averages for sum-
Iner  May to September!, based on existing water chemistry data.

Pocomoke River

The Pocomoke River is at low risk of inoculation and is not susceptible to establishment
of Dreissena. Like other estuaries on the Delznarva Peninsula, the Pocornoke has relatively low
freshwater inflow and no major upstream reservoirs for Dreissemr to invade. There is little com-
rnercial vessel traffic into the estuary, although the channel is maintained to Snow Hill, Mary-
land, where there is a marina. Opportunities for inoculation, therefore, are relatively limited,
relative to other Chesapeake Bay estuaries,

Water chemistry data for February, 1991, near the upstream tidal limit at Snow Hill
showed Iow pH �,1! and calcium content �.3 ppm! garnes et al,, 1991!, If Dreisserta were to
invade this estuary, conditions would not favor high population levels.

Potomac River

&e Potomac River is at high risk of inoculation and highly susceptible to establishment
of Dreisseria. The tidal freshwater portion of the Potomac estuary stretches from Washington,
D-C, to Quantico, Virginia, in most years. There are few lakes adjoining the Potomac River
atua y; therefpre, the invasion of the Potomac River drainage by Dreissena on recreational ves-
~ls 4'om an adjoining drainage is less likely to occur than in some other systems. The Virginia
Po~on of the Potomac/Shenandoah drainage, for example, has only about 40 public boat ramps
 m st of which are on rivers! compared to more than twice that number for some other Virginia
dr mages of similar size  DeLorlne Mapping Co-, 1989!. Resource managers have fewer major
kcs to monitor in a program to prevent the introduction of Dreissma. Invasion could occur via

in«ntional, tnsguided mtroduction to a farm pond or other small impoundment, however, This
P~Mbility can be prevented only through education of landowners and users.

laocuiation pf the Potomac by Dreissena could also occur from the seaward direction, via
~ast water of the hulls of incoming vessels, Ballast water containing Dreissenu larvae or
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postlarvae is a distinct risk to the Potomac estuary. Bulk cargo ships from Quebec City, Quebec
arrive in Alexandria, Virginia, 6 to 7 times annually  Robinson 1ermina] Warehouse Corp, Alex
andria. VA, pers. comm.!. Alexandria is the largest port in the freshwater portion of the
Potomac; Quebec City is on a portion of the St. Lawrence River that has established populations
of Dreissrna  New York Sea Grant, 1993!, The amount of ballast water exchanged and the nature
of the exchange are unknown. Commercial and recreational traffic into the Potomac estuary
from adjoining estuaries is very high, and the Potomac is the closest Virginia estuary to the
Susquehanna River, where Dreissena is already present.

Water chemistry data indicate that both pH  8.1-8.4, May to September at Washington,
D.C.! and calcium content �2-40 ppm!  Prugh et at., 1992! are suitable for Dreissena reproduc-
tion. lf Dreissena becomes established in the Potomac estuary, it is likely to rapidly attain pest
proportions. This region has already experienced invasion by and abundant growth of the
asiabc clam, Corbjculn flurni gaea  Phelps, 1991!,

Kappahartnock River

Susceptibility of the Rappahannock River to Dreissena invasion is moderate. The tidal
freshwater portion of the Rappahannock estuary extends upstream from Fredricksburg, Vir-
ginia, to somewhere between Port Royal and Tappahannock, depending on freshwater inflow
levels. invasion of the Rappahannock could occur from several reservoirs of moderate size up-
stream. There are 11 public boat ramps in the freshwater portion of the Rappahannock drainage
 DeLorme Mapping Co., 1989!, as well as several large, privately maintained reservoirs, such as
Iwke ot' the Woods, which is surrounded by a housing development, Inoculation could also
occur from the seaward direction via fouling on the hulls of vessels from nearby estuaries in-
vaded b Dreads~'rM howy,; ever, commercial and recreational movement from other estuaries to the
l4ppahannock is low to moderate.

The lower Rappahannock River has relabvely low pH �.8 in August at Fredricksburg!
and very low calcium �,2 ppm!  Prugh et at,, 1992!. Based on these data, even if Dreissena be-
comes established here, it is not predicted to have high reproductive success in most years and
is unlikely to maintain pest proportions.

Piaakatank River

The tidal freshwater portion of the Piankatank River is at relatively low risk of inocula-
bon an is not suceptible to establishment of Dreissena. The Piankatank and its adjoining fresh-
water tidal portion, Dra on Swam isg p, is the largest of a number of small estuaries on the west
side of Chesapeake Bay with drainage basins entirely within the Coastal Plain re 'on, As theree oas am reyon, ere

ge ups am reservoirs and no commercial traffic into freshwater tidal ortions, the
only likely mechanisms of Drkssena inoculation woul v
f arm ponds or the hulls of small

' ssrna in ation would be via private introductions to upstream
pleasure vessels from other estuaries. At the low pH �-> m

July at Mascot! and low calcium �3 ppm! levels of the Piankatank, Dreissena would be unhkel
to survive or reproduce  Prugh et at., 1992!, reissena wo
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Data for other smail Virginia estuaries are limited, While some estuaries  e.g. the
I ocorrloke, discussed above! are known to be acidic, the pH and calcium levels of small- to
>ed am-sized impoundments upstream varies dramatically within the same drainage  Virginia
Department of Garne and Inland Fisheries, unpubl, data!. No smal! estuary, therefore, should be
considered safe from Dreissena invasion until water quality has been measured and determined
t<> be unsuitable for Dreissena growth and reproduction.

Mattaponi and Pamunkey Rivers

The Mattaponi and Pamunkey Rivers, which unite at West Point, Virginia, to form the
york River estuary, are both at moderate risk of inoculation by Dreisserra and are moderately
susceptible to establishment of this species, As the York River is rarely fresh or oligohaline, ever
at West Point  NOAA, 1985!, freshwater portions of the Maffaponi and Pamunkey are normally
distinct from each other. Small tributaries of the two subestuaries are very dose to each other,
though, and could be host to overland transmigration by animals such as turHes  see Introduc-
tion,!

Inoculation of either estuary by Dreissena could occur from upstream reservoirs that had
been previously invaded overland, The Mattaponi River has several upstream reservoirs of
moderate size and recreational use, such as Ni River and Caroline reservoirs. The Pamunkey
drainage holds the relatively large Lake Anna  discussed separately in this chapter in the section
on lakes!. The Mattaponi and Pamunkey drainages contain 12 and 15 public boat ramps, respec-
tively  DeLorme Mapping Co., 19S9!. Inoculation of the estuaries could also occur via Dreissena
attached to hulLs of vessels coming from invaded estuaries, but probability of invasion by this
method is low, due to the relatively limited traffic. Barges with wood chips travel between the
upper York River and other estuaries, but the major moorage site in the lower Pamunkey is
rarely fresh, and the salinity regime probably is suboptimal for reproduction of Dreissena.

Both rivers, which are slightly acidic and have low calcium levels, provide marginal
habitat for Dreissena growth and reproduction. Near Beulahville, pH of the Mattaponi in July is
»out 6.9, and calcium content is 3.7 ppm. Near Hanover, pH of the Pamunkey in June is about
9, with a calcium content of 9 pprn  Prugh et al., 1992!, Even if Dreisserta becomes established,

>t is unlikely that it would attain pest proportions in either estuary.

James River

The James River is at high risk of inoculation by Dreissena and is highly susceptible to
ent of large populations. The freshwater tidal portion of the James River extends

Trstream from Richmond to Jamestown, induding over 8000 ha of open freshwater on the
ucka-hominy and Appomattox Rivers. The James River drainage has many large reservoirs

<>th heavy recreational use  high risk of inoculation!, and some of these reservoirs could sup-
t »<fsserra populations. Examples indude Briery Creek Reservoir, Lake Chesdin, Swift Creek

" servoir, Lake Moomaw, and LitHe Creek Reservoir,  Lake Chesdin, the largest of these, is
cussed separately under the section on lakes.! The danger of introduction via vessel hulls or
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trailers increases with the amount of recreational use, and the James River drainage has over 9p
Ipublic boat ramps, mostly on lakes  DeLormc Mapping Co., 1989!. In addition, during annua

professional bass fishing tournaments on the tidal freshwater portions of the James and
Chickahomioy Rivers, many vessels are trailered in from other states where they may have been
in Drrissena-infested waters only a day or two previously,

The risk of inoculatiori from the seaward direction is also high, via both ballast water
and the hulls of incoming vessels, Large vessels containing varying amounts of ballast water
regularJy visit the port of Richmond from freshwater European ports  Meehan Overseas Ternu-
nal, Inc., 1991!, some of which have large Dreissena populations. Whether freshwater ballast
containing Drrissrna larvae is acquired in Europe and released, undiluted by seawater m Rich-
rnond, is unknown, but it appears probable. Barge and other vessel traf6c between industrial-
ired areas of the James River and other estuaries in Chesapeake Bay is heavy. There is also
heavy recreational traffic from other estuaries.

Conditions for Dreissrna reproduction are favorabJe throughout much of the estuary.
Two other non-native bivalves, Corbicrda fluminea and Rangia cuneata, have already successfully
invaded freshwater and oligohaline portions of t'his estuary  Diaz, 1977. 1989!. The native
bivalves Mytilopsis Irucophaeata  a close relative to Dreissena!, Sphaerium transversum, and Pisidium
casrrtanum are also common in oligohaline and freshwater portions of the James River  Diaz,
1977!. Near Cartersville, the pH of 8.1 in August and calcium content of 22 pprn  Prugh ef aI,
1992! are within the minimum requirements for Dreissena reproduction

Elizabeth River and Albemarle Sound

Tidal freshwaters of southeast Virginia, including the Elizabeth River and parts of theAlbemarle Sound system, are at risk of inoculation by Dreissena, and some regions within ttus
area are suseptible to establishment of the species. The Elizabeth, Nansemond, and LynnhavenRivers in southeast Virgirua, Currituck Sound and the Pasquotank River irr North Carolina
{AJbemarle Sound!; and many lesser bodies of water form an extremely complex estuarine andfrc~hwa ter system connected by the Intracoastal Waterway and many lesser canals. The north-
emmost portion of Currituck Sound is Back Bay in Virginia; other connected bodies of waterinclude fake Drurnrnond  Dismal Swamp!, Lafayette River  Norfolk!, Rudee Inlet  VirgiruaBrach!, and various smaJI lakes in the cities of Virginia Beach, Chesapeake, Norfolk, and Suf-f~ilk. 'I'he freshwater portions of the Elizabeth, Nansernond, and Lynnhaven Rivers are relativelysmall, The Chesapeake and Albemarle Canal, the Dismal Swamp Canal, and lesser waterwaysare usually fresh, and aH of Currituck Sound and most of Albemarle Sound are oligohaiine orfresh water, depending on freshwater inflow  NOAA, 1985!. AIJ of these bodies of water areconnected by a network of canals or ditches {refer to United States Geological Survey topo-graphical maps!. If Dreissena becomes established in any part of this system, it couJd eventuallyspread to all others.

Inoculation of the above region by Drrisserja is most hkely to occur via the heavy recre-abonal and commercial traffic from other estuaries. Since there are few freshwater lakes In Vir-ginia Beach with boat ramps, the risk of inoculation by Dreissena on the hulls of recreationalvessels tra:ilered from other systems is low. Conversely, thousands of small recreational vessels
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use creeks, canals, and oligohaline portions of the many small subestuaries in this area. Heavy
barge traffic also travels along the Chesapeake and Albemarle Canal, part of the Intracoastal
Waterway. Dreissena need become established in only one of the other Chesapeake estuaries;
sooner or later it will appear in Virginia Beach or City of Chesapeake waterways on small vessel
hulls.

The Chesapeake and Albemarle Canal is potentially important in aiding dispersal of
Dreissena, Even if the canal does not serve as a reservoir for Dreissena recruits, it will provide
temporary relief from osmotic stress for Dreissena fouling vessels that are traveling the
Intracoastal Waterway. This could prolong the survival of Dreissena on vessels traveling in rela-
tively high-saliruty areas.

Some regions within southeast Virginia are susceptible to establishment of Dreissena;
others are not, Back Bay, the northernmost extension of Currituck Sound, is normally fresh, but
in some years, salinity can increase to 10% for extended periods, although the smaller tributary
estuaries remain fresh  Norman and Southwick, 1991!. The only bivalve that persists in Back
Bay is the non-native oligohaline clam, Rangia cuneafa  Lane and Dauer, 1991!. Alkalinity and
calcium levels for Back Bay are marginal for Dreissena reproduction  mean pH 7.7, calcium con-
tent of 10-20 ppm!  Sincock et al., 1966!, but the presence of Rartgia infers that other species of
bivalves, such as Dreissena, could survive there. Once established, Dreissena would survive high-
salinity periods by persisting in freshwater tributaries.

The Dismal Swamp and the Dismal Swamp Canal, in contrast to Back Bay, have very
low pH  maximum 6.7 in July! and calcium �.2 pprn!  Lichtler and Marshall, 1979!, probably
much too low for the reproduction or extended survival of l7reissena. The Dismal Swamp Canal
is therefore untikely to be invaded by Dreissena or serve as a route for natural dispersal, but it
remains a ready passage for dispersal by fouling on the hulls of vessels traveling between the
Hizabeth River in the Chesapeake Bay system, and the Pasquotank River in the Albemarle/
Pamhco Sound system.

Urban development in southeast Virginia has lead to the creation of many smaII lakes,
most of which are connected by ditches or pipes to other waterways. Water quality and chemis-
try are unknown for most of these, but it is probable that at least some will have ideal condi-
tions for Dreissena. For example, Smith and Whitehurst Lakes, in the Little Creek drainage adja-
cent to the Norfolk International Airport, are both fairly alkaline with sufficient calcium for
Dreissena reproduction  Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries, unpubl. data!,
Therefore, if Dreisserta is introduced, the probability of it becoming established is high.

Table 1 summarizes the information for estuaries discussed above. The relative chance of
inoculation, or risk, is given as high, moderate, or low, based on factors discussed above. Using
available water chemistry data and published data on Dreissena physiological requirements, the
relative threat of large populations of Dreissena becoming established after inoculation
 suceptibility! is also given as high, moderate, or low, High indicates that Dreissena, once estab-
lished, will rapidly attain high population levels and maintain those levels until the ecological
commuruty adjusts to the invasion, Moderate predicts that if Dreissena becomes estabhshed, it
wiII reproduce successfully only during certain favorable periods and will attain pest propor-
tions only occasionally. Low indicates that Dreissena is unlikely to reproduce successfully.
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Table l. I'redicted Invasion Success in Freshwater Fstuaries.'

SusceptibilityRiskFstoary

I !w
Pocomoke R ver, MD k VA

highPotomac River, ISED k VA

 nod crate
Rappahannock River, VA moderate

low
Piankatank River, VA Iow

Mattaponi River/
Pamunkey River, VA

Iowmoderate

James River, VA
hi ghhigh

Elizabeth River, VA/
Albemarle Sound, VA ffc hIC

high high

' Estuaries are listed geographically from north to south. Risk refers to the relative chance that Dre sse r r will be intro-
duced, and susceptibility refers to the relative chance that Dreissrrr   will attain high population levels.

LAKES AND RESERVOIRS

Ail major rivers and many small rivers in the mid-Atlantic region have large artificialirnpoundrnents. It is unlikely that DreisseIM could become established in a river system by a
single inoculation into the river itself, but once it becomes established in a reservoir, it would
then spread to downstream reservoirs and freshwater portions of estuaries. Only unfavorable
water quality such as low pH and low calcium concentrations would then limit Dreisserta popu-
lation levels.

Water chemistry data are available for some Virginia lakes, discussed in alphabeticalorder hereafter, except where two or more adjacent reservoirs are discussed together Water
chemistry data, especially calcium levels, are incomplete for most lakes, and while risks have
tean assessed from available data, these data may not be representative of common conditions
The role of water chemistry in Dreissena survival and reproduction are discussed in
duction.

Claytor Lake

The risk of inoculation by Dreissetta to Claytor Lake is high relative to other lakes, but itssusceptibili ty to the establishment of large populations is only moderate. Claytor Lake is
multi-purpose reservoir  recreation, hydropower! on the New River  Kanawha River!, a tribu-tary of the Ohio River. lt receives heavy recreational use, with eight improve/ public boat
ramps, as well as an additional eight ramps on the New River upstream  DeLorme Mapping
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Co, 1989!. Thus, there are many opportunities for accidental inoculation of Drrissena attached to
gabe hulls of small recreational vessels. Fields Dam impounds the New River upstream of Claytor
Lake, but the reservoir is probably too small and its flushing rate too high to act as a reproduc-
tive refuge for Dreissena. Although Dreissena is already present in other portions of the Ohio
R ver basin  New York Sea Grant, 1993!, the probability of its dispersal upstream to Claytor
Lake is low compared to the risk posed by human-mediated invasion Surface waiers are nor-
nfally quite alkaline �,3-9,3 in June!, but calcium is generally low  9-1G ppm!. Since in some
years, however, calcium levels can attain 30 ppm  Virgnia State Water Control Board, unpubl.
data!, the question of Drrissena reproductive success in Lake Claytor would depend on the vary-
ing water chemistry,

Flan@agan Reservoir

John W. Flannagan Reservoir is at high risk of inoculation by Dreissena, but its suscepti-
bility to establishment of large populations is only moderate. Flannagan Reservoir is on the
Pound River, a tributary of the Ohio River via the Big Sandy River. The reservoir has three
improved public access boat ramps; upstream tributaries hold two more ramps, and there are
three more ramps on North Fork Pound River Lake  DeLorme Mapping Co., 1989!. Thus, Enany
opportunities for inoculation via the hulls of small recreational vessels exist. Although Dreissena
is present in other portions of the Ohio River basin  New York Sea Grant, 1993!, there is a low
probability of dispersal upstream to Flannagan Reservoir compared to the risk of human-medi-
ated invasion. The surface waters are alkaline  pH 7.6-8.9 in June!, with low to moderate levels
of calcium  9-29 ppm!  Virginia State Water Control Board, unpubl. data!. lf released into
Flannagan Reservoir, Dreissena would survive, but in some years reproduction wou]d be cal
mum-lirruted.

Harwood Mills Reservoir

Harwood Mills Reservoir is one of many small multi-use  fishing, municipal water stor-
age! reservoirs in urbaoized southeast Virginia. The risk of inoculation by Dreissena is low, but
+e lake is highly susceptible to establishment of this species, should it become introduced-
»rwood MiUs, on the headwaters of the Poquoson River in Newport News, has a single public
oat ramp limited to craft without internal-combustion engines. This reduces but does not elimi-

n» the possibiTity of Dreissena inoculation via the hulls of recreational vessels. Like the major-
' y c f small municipal reservoirs in southeast Virginia, it is moderately alkaline  pH S. 1 in June!,
~'+ moderate levels of calcium �-'i ppm!  Virginia Dept, Game and Inland Fisheries, unpubl.
ata! These conditions are favorable for Dreissena reproduction.

Of ten similar smaU reservoirs in the area surveyed by Virginia Department of Garne
~d inland Fisheries, six have water chemistry that would support high populations of
Ore ssenfr, three have chemistry that would support at least moderate populations, and only one
 Kilby Reservoir! has water chemistry that would be unlikely to support Dreissena populations.



Kerr Reservoir and Lake Gaston

John H. Kerr Reservoir and Lake Gaston, just downstream, are at high risk of inoculation
by Dreissena, and at least portions of both lakes are highly susceptible to establishment of' large
populations, Both reservoirs are large multi-use  recreation, hydropower! impoundments on the
Roanoke River, Just below Lake Gaston in North Carolina is the Roanoke Rapids dam and reser-
voir. The Roanoke River ends in Albemarle Sound, North Carolina, which has an extensive
freshwater portion. Kerr Reservoir and Lake Gaston have a total of about 50 public boat ramps
and are heavily used by recreational boaters and fishermen. In addition, both are downstream
of a variety of public-access reservoirs with over 80 public access boat ramps. These include
Phi]pott Reservoir, Banister Lake, Smith Mountain Lake, and Leesville Lake in Virginia, and
Hyco Lake, Mayo Reservoir, and After Bay Reservoir in North Carolina  Alexandria Drafting
Co., 1981; DeLorme Mapping Co., 1989!. On the basis of water chemistry in both Kerr Reservoir
and Lake Gaston, which varies between stations, McMahon �992! considered the susceptibility
of Lake Gaston to be relatively low. Both lakes, however, have semi-enclosed branches in which
water chemistry may differ, and in both lakes there are moderately alkaline regions  pH 6.9-9.3!.
Calcium levels for Kerr Reservoir are unavailable, but calcium content of the alkaline stations in
Lake Gaston are about 24-44 ppm  Virginia State Water Control Board unpubl. data!, and be-
cause of the proxinuty of the two lakes, it is safest to assume that Kerr Reservoir also has re-
gions of moderately high average calcium levels.

Lake Anna

Lake Anna is at high risk of inoculation by Dreissena, but its susceptibility to subsequentestablishment of this species is low. Located on the North Anna River, a tributary of the
Pamunkey, it is the largest reservoir in the Pamunkey River drainage. The water source for the
North Anna Nuclear Power Plant, Lake Anna is used heavily by recreational boaters and fisher-
rnen. The freshwater hdal portion of the Parnunkey River lies downstream. There are nine im-
proved public access boat ramps on Lake Anna. Upstream of Lake Anna, Lake Orange has one
public boat ramp, and Lake Louisa is surrounded by a housing development  DeLorrne Map-
ping Co., 1989!, McMahon �992! considers Lake Anna to be highly susceptible to the establish-
ment of large Drrissena populations, but unpublished water chemistry data provided by VirginiaPower  Innsbrook Technical Center, Glen Allen, VA! suggest otherwise, Although pH often
increases to 7.9 in some branches of Lake Anna during the summer, most of the lake is, on the
average, acidic, Even where waters are alkaline, the calcium content remains too low  maxunum
about 6,0 ppm! for Dreissena reproduction.

Lake Chesdin

Lake Chesdm is at relatively high risk of inoculation by Dreissena, but its susceptibility toestablishment of this species is low, Located on the Appomattox River  a tributary of the James!.the lake has several public-access boat ramps and receives heavy recreational use from the
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nearby Richmond area. It has a water chemistry unsuited for Dreissena, however; the pH is vari-
able �,4-8.7! but acidic in summer in shallow areas, and calcium levels are very low  about 5-10
ppm!  Virginia State Water Control Board, unpubl. data!.

Lake Gaston � See Kerr Reservoir

Lake Moomaw

Lake Moomaw is a rarity in Virginia: a large reservoir at relatively low risk of inocula-
tipn by Dreissena. If Dreissena were introduced, however, Lake Moomaw would be moderately
susceptible to establishment of a large population. It is located on the Jackson River in the head-
waters of the James River within a state wildlife management area, where recreational use is
limited. DeLorrne Mapping Co. �989! shows no public-access boat ramps on or upstream of
Lake Mootnaw. The pH is alkaline �,6-8.4! in shallow water in summer, and calcium levels are
about 13-17 ppm  Virginia State Water Control Board, unpubl. data!. These represent marginal
conditions for Dreissena reproduction.

Leesville Reservoir � See Smith Mountain Lake

Philpott Reservoir

Philpott Reservoir is at relatively high risk of Dreissena inoculation, but it is not suscep-
8ble to establishment of this species. Located on the Smith River, a tributary of the Roanoke
River via the Dan River, the Philpott Reservoir has 11 improved public access boat ramps. 1%e
water is moderately alkaline  pH 7.2-8,7! but low calcium levels �-5 ppm!  Virginia State Water
Cpntrol Board, unpubl. data!, which would inhibit Dreissena reproduction, If Dreisserra does
become established, however, it will spread downstream to Ken' Reservoir and Lake Gaston,
which have more suitable water chemistry for the mollusc.

Smith Mountain Lake and LeesviHe Lake

Smith Mountain Lake is a large reservoir on the headwaters of the Roanoke River, and
Leesviile Lake is directly downstream. Both are at high risk from inoculation by Dreissena, al-
thpugh the susceptibility of both lakes to establishment of large populations is only moderate,
Two improved public boat ramps provide access to Leesville Lake, but there are more than 17
bppt ramps for Smith Mountain Lake, Smith Mountain Lake is also the site of a large, annual
Prpfessional bass fishing tournament. The pH of both lakes in shallow water during the summer
's normally high �.6-9.1!, and calcium levels are about 15-17 ppm  Virginia State Water Control
Oard, unpubl. data!. These conditions permit reproduction of Drrissena, although in some years

lo wer calcium content may limit population levels, Downstream of these lakes are John H. Kerr
Iteservoir and Lake Gaston.
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South Hojstori Lake

South Holston Lake is at realtively high risk of inoculation by Dreisserrrr, and its suscepti-
biJity to subsequent establishment of large popuJations of this species is also high, South
Holston Lake in southwest Virginia is a large multi-purpose reservoir  recreation, hydropower!
on the South Fork Holstorr River, a tributary of the Tennessee River, The majority of the lake is
within Tennessee, withi~ a few hours' drive of other lakes in the Tennessee River system con-
tainrng Urer'ssena  New York Sea Grant, 1993!. There are 16 public access boat ramps on the lake,
and two more upstream on the smaller Hungry lvlother I.ake. The pH of South 1 lolston Lake is
relatively stable and alkaline �,9-8.6 in June and July!, with moderately high levels of calcium
�8-30 ppm!, based upon data collected largely in the 1970s  Tennessee Valley Authority unpubL
data!, These conditions are favorable for Drersserra growth and reproduction. Once introduced, it
would rapidly attain pest proportions.

Western Branch Reservoir, Lake Meade

Western Bra~ch Reservoir, Lake Meade, and some adjacent reservoirs are at moderate
risk of inoculation by Dreissemr, and highly susceptible to establishment of large populations of
this species. Western Branch Reservoir on the Western Branch Nansemond River is the largest
of seven impoundments in the Nansernond River drainage in southeast Virginia. Lake Meade is
the largest of four impoundments on the Eastern Branch Nansemond River, but the drainages ofthese are very close to each other, Other lakes include Lake Prince and Lake Burnt Mills up-
stream of Western Branch Reservoir, and I.ake Cohoon, Lake Kilby, and Spaetes Run Lake up-
stream of Lake %cade. Western Branch Reservoir has two public boat ramps on or upstream «
it, and Lake Meade has four, All lakes are heavily used for recreational fishing by local fisher
men  Virginia Dept. Game rlr Inland Fisheries, pers. comm,!. Water chemistry data in all of these
Jakes shows moderately alkaline water  pH 8.2 at 2 m depth, June! and moderate levels of cal-
cium �0-25 pprn!, except in Lake Cohoon and Lake Kilby  no data is available for Spaetes Run
Lake!. Lakes Cohoon and Kilby are often acidic, and their levels of susceptibility are thus rnod-
erate or low.  Virgirua Dept, Game and Inland Fisheries, unpubl. data!. In the remaining fourJakes, conditions are favorable for Dreissena reproduction. Once invasion occurs in any of thosefour lakes, Dreisserra is likely to reach high population levels. Natural dispersal, perhaps by
adults attached to turtles or other amphibious organisms, could then spread Dreis~ to theother impoundments in the Nansemond drainage,

Table 2 summarizes the information for reservoirs discussed above. The definitions forrisk and susceptibility are the same as for Table 1.
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Table 2. Predicted Invasion Success in Virginia I,akes and Reservoirs.'

Lake

OhioQavtr~r 1 ake high hydroelectric power high moderate

OhioFtaanagan Reservotr high moderate

poquoson municipal water highmoderate low

Kerr Reservoir high hydroelectric powerRoanoke high

highLake Anna Parnunkey nudear power plant low

Lake Chesdin highJames high low

Lake Gaston Roanoke hydroelectric power

highLake Meade highNansemond moderate

Lake Moornaw lames moderatewildlife mgrnt, arealow

highLeesvi lie La ke Roanoke moderatemoderate

lowhighPhil pott Reservoir Roanoke

moderateSrrtith Mtn, Lake

highhydroelectric povverhighS. Flolston Lake Tennessee

highmoderatemumci pal waterW. Branch Reservoir moderateNansemon d

'Reservoirs are listed alphabetically. invasion Risk rders to the relative chance that Ltreissettrr will be introduced.
Establish Potential refers to the relative chance that Dreissena will attain high population levels. See text for explana-
tiert of terms.

Harwood Mills Reservoir

 Newport 'Mews!

Recrea tinnal Other

Drainage Vessel V se L'ses Rtsk susceptibdt ty
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Zebra Mussels in North Carolina
Barbara Doll

North Carotina Sea Grant

POTENTIAL IMPACTS

Numerous drinking water plants, industries, pulp and paper mills, power generation
facilities, processing plants, golf courses and agricultural operations draw water from rivers,
streams and reservoirs in North Carolina. More than 140 industries and public facilibes are
registered with the N.C, Division of Water Resources to draw more than 1 rrullion gallons of
water per day. This does not account for the numerous agricultural and golf course water-users
within the state.

Zebra mussels that colonize docks, piers and pilings would affect shoreline property
owners within North Carolina, Boat owners would be burdened by preventing and repairing
damage to clogged motor intake lines and hulls and other exposed surfaces that are fouled. The
tntracoastal Waterway provides a vital commercial link for the East Coast, with barge traffic
transporting seafood, gravel, fertilizers, fuel and other products through numerous ports a]ong
the waterway and connecting river systems in North Carolina. The many recreational uses of
the waterway include pleasure boating, sailing and yachting, Navigation through the
t»acoastal Waterway could be inhibited by zebra rnussels colonizing locks and other struc-
tures,

North Carolina provides habitat for 60 species of freshwater mussels, Human activities
»ve already placed considerable stress on these mussels. Over half are listed as threatened,
endangered or species of special concern. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service estimates that if
~orth Carolina's larger rivers are colonized by zebra mussels, 13 species could be extirpated
fro our the state, Of those, four species could become extinct  Alderman, 1993!. Their extinc-
~on would probably be a direct result of competition with the zebra mussel for food and space,
upled with existing stresses. If mid-sized and srnaUer rivers are also colonized, the death toll

is expected to rise even higher.
North Carolina supports several important conunercial and recreational fisheries. There

~e 1-7 miUion recreational anglers in our state who spend an estimated $900 million annually
""»ng licenses, bait, tackle and guided fishing tours. The state could suffer economically if a
e»a mussel infestation caused reductions in fisheries.

Fven though zebra rnussels have not yet reached North Carolina waters, a few of the
~ ge water-users have already incurred zebra mussel expenditures by monitoring for their ar-
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rival and developing plans of action for a potential colonization. ln addition, some local ~on~
rnies have suffered when lakes were temporarily closed to boaters because of a potent;a] 1
sion. For example, the town of Lake Lure, a small recreational and retirement co~u
western part of the state, banned the sale of new boating permits in August, 1992, for fear of a
zebra mussel invasion, As a result, business for local restaurant, campground, and marina own-
er» decreased. The potential economic impacts of an actual invasion of N<>rth Carolina waters is
even more significant.

WATER RESOURCES

North Carolina has approximately 2.5 million surface acres of fresh water with rnc>re
than 50,000 man-made impoundments within these drainages including farm ponds, aquacul-
ture facilities, drinking water supplies, detention facilities for water quality or flood control and
recreational or multi-purpose lakes. Among the larger impoundments are Lake Gaston, Kerr
Lake, Falls Lake and Jordan Lake. North Carolina also contains 2.3 million acres of estuaries,
including the interconnected Currituck, Albemarle, Pamlico, %>gue and Core Sounds, This series
of sounds is known as the Albemarle/Pamlico estuarine system and comprises almost 50 per-
cent of the Mid-Atlantic's estuaries.

North Carolina is composed of three regions: the mountains, the Piedmont and the
Coastal Plain. These regions are divided into l7 drainage basins. The Hiwassee, Little Tennes-
see. French Broad and the Watauga rivers form in the Appalachian Mountains, drain west into
Tennessee, and eventually feed the Mississippi River. The New River begins in northwestern
North Carolina, moves through western Virginia and drains into the Ohio River at the border
between West Virginia and Ohio. These five river systems of western North Carolina are swift,
rocky, wild and scenic and, therefore, of significant recreational value.

The Albemarle/Pamlico estuaries are fed by the Roanoke, Chowan and the Pasquotank
rivers, which form in Virgirua, and the Tar-Parnlico, Neuse and the White Oak rivers, contained
within North Carolin. The Cape Fear River watershed originates near Greensboro, runs south-
east and drains directly to the Atlantic Ocean at Wilmington The Yadkin River drains a small
po rtion of Virginia, runs through the Piedmont region and into South Carolina, The Atlantic-
b<>und Lumbau bar, Catawba, Broad and Savannah river basins originate in North Carolina and
flow into South Carolina,

ROUTES OF ENTRY

Zebra mussel avsels have several potential routes for invading North Carolina waters. Cur-
rently in the S uehannay ' ~ eh~a, they are rapidly encroac}ung on the Chesapeake Bay, su"quen<y

g W Caro>'-a s Albemarle/p~ico estuarine system through numerous 1 ~
between the two estuarinetu rine systems. Zebra mussels, able to survive salinities of up to 12 ppt forseveral days, attach to barbarges or other slow-moving vessels artd»vei thr«8
fringes into the mouths of ested freshwater rivers. Once there, barge and boat traffic will
provide the mussels with an eath an easy means of dispersing to other tributaries within the associatedwatersheds
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The Intracoastal Waterway connects the Elizabeth Ihver, which feeds the Chesapeake
Bay, to the Northwest River, which drains to Currituck Sound. Lynnhaven Bay, also linked to
the Chesapeake Bay, is connected to the Currituck Sound by a canal built to ease flooding of
areas in Virginia Beach, Virgixua. Subsequently, Currituck Sound is linked to the Albemarle
Sound at the Wright Mexnorial Bridge and through a man-made Intracoastal Waterway canal at
Coinjock. Albexnaxle Sound and Pamlico Sound are connected through the Alligator-Pungo
Canal, which is part of the Intxacoasta! Waterway, in addition to being connected near Manteo.
Bogue and Core Sounds are also joined to the southern portion of the Pamlico Sound through
natural linkages and the Intracoastal Waterway. These connections xnake all drainages feeding
the Albexnarle and Pamlico estuaries vulnerable to the migration of zebra mussels through the
Chesapeake Bay.

The Susquehanna River is not the only source of zebra xnussel entry into North
Carolina's estuaries, They could aLso be introduced by the discharge of infested shipping ballast
water into ports such as Wilmington or h4orehead City,

Zebra mussels are currently in the Ohio River system. Therefoxe, upstream movexnent of
zebra mussels through the Ohio River drainage network threatens the nearby New River water-
shed within North Carolina. Currently in the Tennessee River, upstream xnovement of zebra
mussels also threatens the far-western drainages of North Carolina including the Hiwassee,
Little Tennessee, French Broad and the Watauga.

RISK ASSESSMENT

The risk of colonization appears to be site-specific. Two major factors should be consid-
ered: mechanisms by which zebra mussels can be introduced to an area and the mollusks' abil-
ity to survive the environxnental conditions of that area, Some areas within North Carolina have
distinct enviroxunental characteristics that may xnake thexn suitable for zebra mussel coloxuza-
tion, and these need to be carefully examined to deterxnine their risk of colonization.

The Albemarle/Paxnlico estuaries typically undergo fairly rapid temperature and salinity
fluctuations, especially following rainfall. Zebra xnussels can tolerate elevated salixuty concentra-
tiorLs for short periods of time. However, they are unable to colonize, reproduce and proliferate

saline waters. Therefore, it is unlikely that dense colonies of zebra mussels will becoxne estab-
lished in the Albemarle/Paxnlico estuaries. But the zebra mussel, constantly evolving through
the process of natural selection, may develop a greater tolerance for higher salinities. European
and Russian studies indicate that other species of Dreissena have greater salinity tolerances.
There are also large freshwater areas within the Albemarle/Pamlico systexn such as the
Currituck Sound, where Dreissexxa is more likely to survive and reproduce.

Surface water temperatures within the Piedxnont and the Coastal Plain in the suxnmer
usually exceed the preferred range for zebra xnussels, especially in the shallower fringes of the
estuaries and lakes In xnany of these areas, the deeper, cooler waters that the mollusks are more
likely to colonize often have dissolved oxygen concentrations below desired levels. Another
important characteristic is the drastic reduction in suitable attachment substrates for zebra mus-
sels as the Atlantic-bound rivers of North Carolina approach the estuaries. However, recent
evidence indicates hard substrates are preferable but not necessary to the establishment of a
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population. or aro ina iI ' . N th C rolina is wet] known for the blue crab populations in its estuari
male crabs that frequent the low-salinity waters will probably enjoy feasting on zeb

The acidity of our inland waters depends on the acidity of rainfall »d b d
tion whereas the acidity, or pH, of estuarine waters is more dependent on the pres f
which act as buffers. Acidic waters such as the Great Dismal Swamp in north
Carolina would not serve as suitable environments for zebra mussels.

A large number of North Carolina ]akes are classified as eutrophic, with the highest
concentration occurring in the Piedmont region. These algae-rich bodies of water wou]d
plenty of food for zebra mussels. However, many of the lakes within the state have cai~~
concentrations too low to support healthy populations. Lake calcium conceritrations are t i
cally less than 5 mil]igrams per liter  mg/]!, which is well below the zebra rnusse]'s lower h .
of 12 mg/]. On the other hand, isolated limestone deposits are scattered throughout the state
The most important of these deposits occurs near Marshall, Madison County; south of
Bakersvi]]e, Mitchell County; northwest of Winston-Salem, Forsyth County; and near
Germanton, Stokes County, The presence of limestone  ca]ciuxn carbonate! results in higher
calcium concentrations required by zebra mussels, These areas and waters of the coastal plain,
which tend to have higher calcium concentrations, would be the most likely to have problems
with zebra mussel colonization. However, the zebra mussel wi]l have to contend with sa]inity
in the coastal plain region.

KEY DlSPERSAL MECHANISMS

Many of North Carolina's larger lakes serve recreational needs for residents and visitors
from other parts of the country. Qf most concern are those who brmg their boats from states
where zebra mussel invasion has already occurred, such as Michigan, Dlinois, Ohio, Pennsy»a-
nia, Tennessee and others,

Water is regularly transported to North Carolina drainages from the Mississippi, the
Tennessee and other river networks through the sale of fish for bait and for stocking aqua~
ture operations, Preliminary investigation has shown that fish producers generally use w«
water to fill their live-haul trucks for transport, and many fish ponds are filled with we]l wa e
ar are located in very sma]] upstream tributaries that are fed by watershed runoff rather th»
stream or ri ver water  Rice, 1992!. However, this is not true in all cases, and the potentt» fo
zebra musse] adults, larvae or eggs attaching to the fish must also be considered.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to examine Maryland's water resources in relation to the
potential for invasion and colonization by the zebra mussel, Dreissma polymorpka. Maryland is
s><ated at a central location in the Mid-Atlantic region for infestation by the zebra mussel.
Nearby watersheds such as the Ohio River and the Susquehanna River, a major tributary to
~esapeake Bay, are presently supporting populations of zebra mussels. There is also easy ac-
~» to Maryland's waters from freshwater systems such as the Great Lakes and Intracoastal
'waterway and from foreign sources via the port of Baltimore, which is the state's major port,
Fo nately, there has been time to make a preliminary estimate of the areas in Maryland that
~y e at risk and to consider methods for mitigating impacts from zebra mussels; ultimately,
aa~e md circumstances will determine their effect upm this state.

Since zebra mussels were first detected in the Great Lakes region of North America in
19+ their economic and ecological impact has. been substantial. The primary economic impacts
~"lt from zebra mussels attaching to hard substrates, such as water intake pipes, often in lay-
ers so Suck that water flow is unpeded or blocked. Their removal causes considerable expense,
acuity, and inconvenience. In recent years, in an effort to maintain pumping capacity and to
p~ent mechanical failures, numerous water users, primarily public utilities and public water
"Pply facilities, have made considerable expenditures in zebra mussel control technology.
ese methods are designed to either prevent the settlement of zebra mussel larvae or remove

~>a rnussels after they have settled within intake pipes. From 1989 to 1992, the city of Monroe,
Ldugan, spent more than $300,000 for chlorination and deaning of raw water intake pipes

f epage, 1993!. In 1990, Canada's Ontario Hydro spent $10 million installing chlorination sys-
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tems to prevent the settlement of zebra mussels  Weigmann et at., 1991!, The proactive ri
sessments control designs, and monitoring programs undertaken in regions suchI

where zebra mussels have not yet been introduced, have also required sizable exp
the public and private sectors,

Many of the ecological effects of zebra rnussels are stil! being determined. Most notable
has been the decline in native moilusks in the t'amilv Umonidae. Not only do zebra mus. I
comp t with native mollusks but they also use the shells of the nat ve rnollusks as subst,ate
for attachment; as many as 10,000 zebra mussels have been found attached to a single uni
mollusk  Schloesser and Kovalak, 1991!. With such heavy infestations there are many delet
ous changes: valve opening is restricted, burrowing ability is impaired, and phytoplankton
availability is decreased by filtering by zebra mussels. There is also concern that. the high filter-
ing capacity of zebra rnussels may alter the abundance and species composition of assemblages
of zooplankton and other planktivorous species, affecting finfish and other aquatic organisms in
the food chain  Yount 1990!.

MARYLAND'S WATER RESOURCES

Maryland's water resources are quite vast for such a modestly-sized state, About 19.7'%%d
of the 12,303 mi' total area of Maryland is surface water. Of the surface waters, 28,9"%%d is non-
tidal inland waters, consisting of about 17,000 stream miles of tributary headwaters, 12 major
reservoirs of over 100 acres in surface area, and an estimated 11,000 smaller ponds. The other
71.1 "/o of Maryland's surface waters, composed of the Chesapeake Bay and 21 major tributaries,
is either tidal or fresh  Walker, 1970; Carpenter, 1983!.

The economic significance of these resources is more difficult to esstablish although the
major uses can be identified. For example, there are 13,963 active water appropriation perrrots '"
Maryland, allowing withdrawal of both surface and ground water. Of these 1,456 are for "large"
water appropriators, which withdraw up to 10,000 gallons claily. Qf that number, 246 are s~-
face water appropriators, 366 are agricultural appropriators � which use both ground and su
face water � and the remaineder appropriate ground water  personal corrunuruc»on: J Herrmg
Maryland Department of Natural Resources {Maryland DNR]!.

Over 6,7 billion gallons per day of fresh and saline water are withdrawn from ground
. Fresh ~at~~, primarily suface ~~t~~, comprises 21 /o of

while saline water acdounts for 79'/o. The primary water uses are for thermoelectric power ge"
eration, public water supply, industry, mining, and agriculture. Only 157 million gallons p
day are consumed and not available for reuse, Of the tal water withdrawn, 81/a is fo r thermo
electric power production, whith 93/o of this water obtained f orn ~line surface waters 5urf ce
water accounts for 84.5'/o of the freshwater withdrawn, of which 55'/o is used for pubhc w te
supplies  Wheeler, 1987!.

Mud of the water avaa ble for reuse can aiso b traked by NPDES p rnut for d argeoutfalls. Murunpal sewage treatment plants account for 360 permits, including 51 malor p rnu
allowin over 1 milli» allg ' g I ons per day of discharge,  personal communication.- S. t.uckm n.Maryland Department of the Envirorunent {MDE]!. Industrial users account for 1,143 achv
permits. includin 48 ma org jo dfschargers  personal communication: D. Jones, MDE!.
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Hydroelectric power generators are a special class of water users that may be affected by
�ssels Some, such as Conowingo Dam on the Susquehanna River in Maryland, are

d d�~stream from areas where the presence of zebra mussels has been documented. Thisloca e
atua o has required monitoring programs and consideration of control methods to deal with
h,t�re zebra mussel populatio ns.

Water-borne shipping is still a major industry in Maryland, although the volume of ship-

ping>< handled in Ba}tirnore Harbor has diminished greatly over the last 14 years, from 4200 ships
1979 to 2200 ships in 1992  personal communication. J. Hobson, Maryland Port Authority!.

lh;s declme is the result of two major factors: an increase in the average size of individual
+ps and the departure of some shipping lines from this area. Baltunore Harbor represents a
potential entry route for zebra mussels into Maryland, Approximately 10 to 20%%d of the ships
enter Haltitnore Harbor directly from foreign ports; the remainder makes stops at other ports in
lhe United States before arriving in Baltimore. The ships originate from more than 300 ports in
approximately 100 countries. Shipping also may provide a pathway for zebra mussels to enter
the Potomac River via the port of Alexandria, Virginia. The Intracoastal Waterway is also a
possible pathway.

The potential for the introduction of non-indigenous aquatic species through ballast
water discha.rge by transoceanic ships has been well documented  Carlton, 1985; Jones, 1991!, In
Oregon, Carlton �993a! found that ballast water released from 159 ships originating in Japan
contained a total of 367 taxa. Carlton  unpubl, data! estimated that more than 15 million metric
tons  >4 billion gallons! of ballast water are discharged in the Chesapeake Bay annually from
ships with foreign ports of origin,

Risk Assessment Approaches

The general environmental tolerances of zebra rnussels are rela ylativel well known for

>~y pa~ameters  Yount, 1990!. Similarly, the transport vectors for the,pfor the dis ersal of zebra mus-

vls re also understood. Carlton �993b! identified 23 natural andhuman-induced vectors for

the transport of zebra mussels.
Such information has been used to develop mulh-parame prameter robability tables for risk

ent based on the known susceptibility of surface waters ot colonization  O'NeiQ, 1992!.
and Leach �992! for Ontario, can beparam««maps, such as those developed by Neary and

ini are among the most commonlysk assessment purposes. Calcium, pH, and salinity
"~onmental parameters in such risk assessments.lo ment of an index, based on transport~'th« ~pp~oach to risk assessment is the developmen

mussels in a ven area. In the assessmentpotential risk of colonization by zebra musse in gi . nt
International developed a Dispe' y «eservoirs to risk of infestation, Acres botential for the introduction of ze rade"  DPI!, based upon an evaluation of the po en 'ork Ci~~ ~apartment of Envirorunentae 23 identified transport vectors  New Yor it" Den

rotection, 1992!
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Ca Jciuttt

Zebra mussels need calcium for shell deposition and growth. In Europe s
with large populations of zebra rnussels have rninimuin calcium levels of 23 mg/L  St
1991! and mean calcium levels of 44,9 mg/L  Ramcharan, et al. 1992!. Sprung �987! fo d 5
only minimal survival of embryonic zebra mussels occurred at calcium Ie> eis of 12 mg/L
larly, Vmogradov ef al. �993! observed that water with calcium levels less than 12 14
not adequate for normal calcium rnetabolisrn by zebra mussels. MCCauley and Kott �993! f ��
that calciuin concentrations < 8 mg/L resulted in the cessation of gill cilia activity,

A study of 632 freshwater stream reaches in Maryland, known as the Maryland Synppt,c
Stream Chemistry Survey  MSSCS!, was conducted in the spring of 1987 by International Sci
ence and Technology Inc.  Knapp et al. 1988! for the Maryland DNR. Using conductivity arId
acid-neutralizing capacity data collected by this survey, regression equations were calculated to
predict calcium levels. A inap of these calcium levels shows large regions of the state with sur-
face water levels of calcium below 12 mg/L  Figure 1!, suggesting a low probability of zebra
mussel survival and reproduction, The areas with low colonization potential occur in western
Maryland, southern Maryland and the Eastern Shore. Regions with inoderate calcium levels
between 12 and 25 mg/L  Figure 2! include most of the remaining streams in southern Mary-
land and the Eastern Shore, These areas would be considered marginal for the survival of zebra
rnussels, Areas with calcium levels exceeding 25 mg/L  Figure 3! should support good zebra
mussel growth and reproduction, and are found primarily in the center of the state. The single
anomaly in western Maryland serves as a reminder that some locations may still need closer
exainination. These data are indicative of geologic and soil conditions of the watersheds which
influence the downstream calcium loads. Water chemistry data for the twelve major fresh water
reservoirs within these watersheds are currently being compiled by Maryland DNR.

pH

The pH of freshwater systems in Maryland is determined primarily by acid deposibon
soil type, and the geology of underlying bedrock. Sprung �987! determined that zebra mussel
larvae will not develop suc~ssh l}y at PH values less than 7.4, with 1~~ su~val observed
only in the pH range froin 7.4 to 9.4, Vinogradov et aL �993! found that zebra mussels are c "
siderably more ~nslbve to acidif;cabon than other ~water mollusk,, ~th net losses of cal-
aum, potassium, and sodium occurring at pH values less than 6.9,

Data collected by MDE froin January, 1987 through September, 1992, in the b«l + @
water and oligohaline reaches of several Maryland tributaries  e.g., Potomac and»tuxe
ers!, indicates that these watersheds are relatively we}I buffered  personal commurucabo
Garrison, MDE!. The mean H vapH valUes, based on aII stations, ranged from 7.2 to 8.0 du ng ~period; the minimum H was 6.1 wp s .1, while the inaximum pH was 1p.2, The greatest pH rangany individual site over the entire sampling period was 6.8-9.8, Within Maryland, those "]~
of water with hi h H values �.4eh p   . ! and the least amount of fluctuation will be more suscepto colonization by zebra mussels,



Figure l. Predtcted Zebra Mussel Distrtbution  Based on 1987 hfSSCS!: Zero Probability Areas,
Surface Water Calcrum < J 2 mg/I.. Maryland Surface waters with predicted Ca levels < LZ mgtt. based
upon the regression of conductivity and acid nev trabzing capacity data from 632 stream reaches.

Figure ~ Predtcted Zebra Musse/ Dtstributton  Based on > 987 MS !:~ur to Moderate
d' d

babiltfy ~cps, Surface ~ater Ca cium > 12 andi<25 mN Ma~r. Maryland svrface waters with pre icte
mg~L and ~ 25 mg/L based upon the regressio~ of conductivitv ani and acid nevtraliztng capacity

" am 632 st~m reach~
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Ftgrrre 3. Pnedfcterf Zebrrr Mrrsset Distrfbrrtion  Based on I vs7 MSSCS!; High Probobility Areas,
Srrrface Water Catctrrm > 25 mg/L. Maryland surface waters with predicted Ca fevets > 25 mal based
upon ttte regression of conductivity and acid neuiraiizing capacity data from 632 stream reaches,

Salinity

The zebra mussel, primarily a freshwater species, occurs in greatest abundance in waters
with salinities less than 2 ppt. MacNei]1 �991! concluded that the normal salinity range for D.
pilrtrnorptra is 0,21-1.47 ppt, while the optima] salinity is 0.93 ppt, with a maximum salinity toler-
ance range of 11,6-12.3 ppt. Strayer and Smith �993! determined that the upper salinity toler-
ance limit for zebra mussels ranged from 0,5 to 12,0 ppt. 1VIackie and Kilgour �992! conducted
96 hour laboratory bioassays with zebra mussels under varying regimes of salinity and water
temperature. Using instant Ocean for salinity adjustments, they reported art LC, for adults of
7.23 t al 20 C, with a dpp ., th decrease in salinity tolerance observed with increasin temperatures. At

glmities greater than tt ppt, significant effects on the growth and survival of zebra mussels
occurred at all temperatures. At 1S-20 C and salmities greater than 1 ppt, there was a reduchon
in the ability of zebra mussels to masels to maintain somatic tissue, which suggests little accumulation ofenergy for garnetogenesis in such salinity regimes. Mackie and Kilgour �992! concluded that
sabra mussels are limited to a reas of lower salinity than their apparent tolerances would indi-
cate, probabl due to veli er sey g nsitivity. Figure 4 shows those areas in the Bay drainage whereaverage salinihes of 04 ppt  from 1949 to 1991! allowed a moderate to high probability of zeb~~
mussel infestation,

ln general, salinity levels decrease from the lower to the upper reaches of the Chesa-peake Bay The higher density of salt water entering the southern end of the Bay may limi
bottom areas amenable to zebra mussel s1 survival in areas that appear to have suitable surface
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the Coriolis Effect caused by the rotation of the earth causes the saltinity levels. In addition e ' 's ec c
to shift eastw-ard, further reducing the likelihood of zebra mussel sur-wcdge entering the Bay o s i ar, ur

of the Bay along the eastern shore. As a result, fresh water also tends to
vn al in the main stern o

de of Chesapeake Bay which may promote the distribution of larvalrun down the western si c o
zr bra mussel» from populaflons in the Susquehanna River.

afresh + ater in owflow is near its ma idrnurn in the spring when potential zebra mussel
spawning activity wou ld reach its peak. In autumn, when fresh water inflow has been reduced
surface wlinitie» reach considerably higher levels in much of the Bay, and populations of new}v
arrived or recently spawned zebra rnusse] veligers are likely to bc affected.

The potomac River, like most estuarine tributaries, demonstrates a similar variation in
salinity by season. Summer thunderstorrns and hurricane events are more likely to cause rapid
changes in salinity within brief periods in the river than in the mainstem of the Bay. The abi}ity
of zebra rnussels to survive such salinity changes will be very important in determirung their
potential spread into and within estuarine systems,

Other Environmental Factors

Streams warrant specific discussion because they differ from other bodies of water in
terms of their energy sources, which ultimately affect the ability of zebra mussels to colonize
streams. Streams derive relatively little of their energy from in-stream primary production  i.e.,
autochthonous input!, in comparison to riverine, estuarine, and lentic systems. Most of their
energy input comes from allochthonous sources, such as direct litter fall  i.e., leaves, branches,
and twigs! and inputs from nearby sources of wood and leaves  Wallace et aI., 1992!, In their
last-flowing regions, streams have Iow phytoplankton densities, which increase as stream gradi-
n~t and flow velocity decrease  Smock and Gilinsky, 1992!, The most abundant primary produc-
ers in streams an. periphyton  e,g., diatoms, green and blue-green algae!, filamentous algae and
aquatic plants  personal communication: j, Allison, MDE!, which can withstand conditions such
a» flow instability, storm flows, and the abrasion resulting from high suspended sediment loads
 Mulholland and Lenat >992!. Because of the limited availability of phytoplankton m
and their importance to zebra inussels as a food source, successful zebra mussel colonization
and spry ad inay be precluded even when other water quality conditions are optimal, Strayer
 l99I! found a strong correlation between stream size and the presence of zebra mussels in
I'.urope; they are rare!y found in strearrrs less than 30 rn wide but frequently found in larger
streams.

Potential Routes of Entry into Maryland's Waters

Zebra mussels are close to Maryland waters. They are already present in the Chesapeake
B y watershed; ve"gers were collected in the upriver reaches of the Susquehanna River in
Johnson City New York, in 199], 1992, and 1993. However, no zebra rnussels have been re-
ported from monitoring efforts in the Pennsylvania or Maryland segments of the Susquehanna
River. The three tpo ential pathways for zebra mussel introduclion are the Susquehanna River
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the Potomac River and Baltimore Harbor. Another likely entry route is the Youghiogheny River,
a tributary of the Ohio River. Zebra mussels are present in the Ohio River, near Wheeling, West
Virginia, just seventy-hve miles downstream from Maryland's portion of the Youghiogheny
River, The overland distance from the headwaters of thc Youghiogheny River to the headwaters
of the Potomac River is less than one mile in some places,

According to the 197f|-1991 United States Geological Survey data for the Susquehanna
River at Conowingo, Maryland, calcium levels ranged from 7 to 35 pprn  Figure 5!. The median
calcium levels predict a moderate probability for zebra mussel survival. The Potomac River at
Chain Bridge near Washington, D.C., has considerably higher calcium levels, ranging from 14 to
55 ppm between 1971 and 1991  Figure 6!, The median calcium values were well within the
high probability range for zebra mussel survival. Calcium data for Baltimore Harbor are being
compiled, but salinity is much more likely to be a limiting factor in this area,

ln Baltimore Harbor, which could potentially receive zebra mussel larvae from both the
Susquehanna River and ship ballast water, salinity values were quite variable, varied from 3.4 to
17,2 ppt in 1991  Figure 7!. However, the seasonal means were quite high, ranging from 10.7 to
12.3 ppt and indicating an unlikely probability of zebra mussel survival, However, 1991 was a
year of low summer rainfall, and wetter years may provide more favorable conditions.

ZEBRA MUSSEL MANAGEMENT AND REGULATION IN MARYLAND

Although zebra mussels have not yet been found in Maryland, the city of Baltimore has
implemented efforts to prevent the immediate spread from nearby populations to their water
supply reservoirs, which are located near the Susquehanna River, Pretty Boy, Liberty, and Loch
Raven reservoirs were closed in 1992 to recreational fishing boats without permanent moorings.
In early 1993, these three reservoirs were reopened, but proposed restrictions prohibit the use of
live aquatic bait or gasoline motors. Fishermen bringing in boats must sign an affidavit that
these boats will only be used in these three reservoirs.

In 199991, fearing accidental releases, the Maryland DNR issued an emergency regulation
that rohibited thp ' e importation of zebra mussels for any purpose, including scientific investiga-
tions. The Living Resources Subcommittee of the Chesapeake Bay Program formed an Exotic
Species Work Group in early 1992 to formulate policies for addressing introduced species and
formulating risk assessment procedures. Within this Work Group, policies, controls, proposed
research protocols, and standardized monitoring and water quality procedures are being
drafted. Currentlrre t y, limited scientific research on zebra mussels is being allowed in Maryland but
only with strict adherence to established research protocols  Research Task Group, 1993! and the
issuance of a conditional permit by Maryland DNR. Maryland DNR is formulating a state rnan-
agement plan in accordance kith guidelines stipulated by the Non-Indigenous Aquatic Nui-
sance Prevention and Control Act of 1990.
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ZEBRA MUSSEL MONITORING EFFORTS IN MARYLAND

statewide monitoring was begun in 1992 by a variety of organizations, includrng the
Department of the Environment, the Department of Natural Resources, Baltimore City, the
Army Corps of Engineers, and the power generating facilities of Potomac Electric Pov, er Com-
pany and Philadelphia Electric. A total of 25 sites were sampled for settled juvenile zebra rnus-
sels using artificial substrate samplers  Figure 8!, Philadelphia Electric and the Department of
the Environment utilized side-stream and pump sampling, respectively, for veliger monitoring,
I3i-weekly sampling began when water temperatures exceeded 8'C and continued until tem-
peratures fell beiow 8' C. In 1992, the monitoring period was from April 1 to December 12.

Most fresh water bivalves in Maryland, including several species of the family
Unionidae, have glochidial larval stages, These larval stages make identification easier when
planktonic sampling methods are used. The only freshwater bivalves in Maryland that produce
free-swimming veligers that could be found in planktonic samples are the dark false mussel,
Mytilopsis Ieucophaeata, and the Asiatic clam, Corbicula fh~mfnea. While zebra mussels have not
been reported so far in Maryland either from monitoring sites or anecdotal information-
rnonitoring will continue as control and mitigation policies and methods are being formulated.

SUMMARY

Even if zebra rnussels are successful in colonizing tidal freshwater and oligohaline por-
tions of the Bay, it appear � based on current research data � that only marginal populations
of zebra rnussels could survive in waters with saiiaities greater than 5 ppt that are inhabited by
commercially-important populations of soft shell clams and oysters. The potential for competi-
tion by invading bivalves with native species is of great interest in Maryland.

Although zebra mussels have not yet been discovered in Maryland, coordinated moni-
toring, research, education, and prevention efforts have been initiated by both the public and
private sectors. In addition to ongoing monitoring and education activities, the following efforts
are underway:

~ Develop a composite GIS map incorporating calcium, pH, and salinity data obtained
from existing data sets.

~ Develop seasonal salinity maps for tidal waters.

Obtain necessary water quality data  i.e., calcium, pH, salinity! for those areas where it is
lacking.

Develop a Dispersal Probability Index for the major freshwater impoundments in Mary-
land based on water quality and dispersal vector criteria.

Organize a citizen monitoring program for freshwater impoundments.
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~ Expand public education and information dissemination efforts.

Adopt research protocols for Dreissena sp. mussels to be used in an interim permit pro-
cess adrrunistered by Maryland DNR to regulate importation of live zebra rnussels for
research purposes.
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New Jersey Zebra Mussel
State Report

Dr. Eleanor Bochenek
New Jersey Sea Grant

Scientists believe that nearly every waterway in North America could be infested with
zebra mussels  Dreissena potymorpha! within the next twenty years. With a Dreisseea population
located in the Hudson River  just north of the Tappan Zee Bridge! and a sighting in the
Susquehanna River  just north of the Pennsylvania border! Zebra mussels are rapidly approach-
ing New Jersey's borders and posing a real threat to the state's estuarine and fresh waters. New
Jersey, the most densely populated state and a key industrial center, is situated between the
Hudson River estuary  eastern border! and the Delaware River estuary  western border!; both
have been designated as "National Estuaries" by the USEPA. These "National Estuaries" are not
only important marine transportation and industrial centers, they provide habitat to valuable
wildlife species, recreational opportunities to millions of boaters and fishermen and a source of
water for drinking and industrial purposes.

THE DELAWARE RIVER ESTUARY

The Delaware River is tidally influenced from Trenton, New Jersey, to its mouth. Salinity
the river is determined primarily by the rate of freshwater discharge. g. Durin times of low

freshwater discharge, salt water in trace amounts will intrude as far north as Philadelphia. Dur-
ing normal flow rates, the Delaware River is considered freshwater as far south as Chester,
pennsylvania. At the mouth of Delaware Bay, saliruty levels approach those of ocean water.
Zebra mussels are primarily a freshwater mollusks, but they can tolerate salinitysalini levels between

zero to about 10 ppt, Therefore, zebra mussels could potentiany inhabit the entire Delaware
River proper and northern stretches of Delaware Bay and, depending on river flow rates, extend
into more southern regions of Delaware Bay,

THE HUDSON RIVER ESTUARY

The Hackensack and Passaic Rivers parallel the Hudson River as they flow southward
into Newark Bay, Depending on water flow, zebra mussels could poten yotentiall inhabit the
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Hackensack River to its mouth, but infestation is more likely upstream. The Passaic River js
freshwater from the headwaters to the Dundee Dam and then becomes tidal and brackish to its
mouth. Zebra mussels could probably infest the Passaic River to Newark Bay. Since salinity
levels are higher in Newark Bay than in the river, there is a low probability of %ebra mussel
infestation in the Bay.

The Arthur Kill flows between Newark and Raritan Bays. Salinity levels are high
throughout the Arthur Kill and even higher in Raritan Bay. 'I'herefore, the probability of zebra
mussel infestation in these waterways is low.

OTHER BODIES OF WATER

New Jersey has approximately 1200 lakes and ponds comprising approximately 51,000
acres. Three hundred and eighty-one of these lakes and ponds �4,000 acres! are public bodies of
water. In addition, there are approximately 6,450 miles of streams and rivers throughout the
state.

Many of these lakes and ponds, including several reservoirs in the northern and central
regions of the state, have the proper conditions to sustain zebra mussel populations. However,
as one reaches the pinelands section of south Jersey, many of the waterways have low calcium
and pH levels, Hence, many of these waterways are at low risk of invasion by zebra mussels.
Salinity levels are high in most of the bays along the Jersey coast. Therefore, these regions have
a low probability of zebra mussel infestation.

POTENTIAL IMPACTS

Zebra mussels could invade power generating facilities, municipal water authorities,
petrochemical and pharmaceutical firms and other industries in New Jersey. In addition, many
agribusinesses, golf courses, marinas, boaters and even homeowners could also be affected.

Over 1.5 million marine and freshwater recreational fishermen use New Jersey's water-
ways. Approximately one million are state residents. Based on the sale of freshwater licenses, a
total of 265,000 of these anglers fish in New Jersey's freshwater lakes, ponds, rivers and streams.
The Delaware River supports important recreational fisheries for shad, trout, muskie, stripers
and largemouth and smallmouth bass. In the spring and fall, there is a put and take trout fish-
ery in most of the state's fishable freshwater lakes, ponds, rivers and streams. Some streams in
the northern part of the state support wild trout populations. Throughout the spring, summer
and faII, anglers fish for largernouth bass, other centrachids and pickerel in most waterways, In
the winter, ice fishing is popular in the northern lakes and ponds,

POTENTIAL VECTORS

R searesearchers have shown that the primary vectors for spreading zebra mussels are natu-
ral dispersion, barge traffic and recreational anglers/boaters. Many New Jersey boaters»«ling
to the Great Lakes, Hudson River, Finger Lakes and other infested waterways for pleasure boat-
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g could introduce the zebra mussel to New Jersey waters, Even anglers fishing
banks and wading in zebra mussel infested streams, rivers and lakes could introduce the

b�a mussel to New Jersey Larvae can be carried in bait bucket water. When anglers transport
g,eu balt buckets f 11 of wat I f om one fishing area to another and then dump it into the last

t ~ f;shed, they could be introducing zebra mussels. Many bass tournaments are held
throughout the state and parbcipants could spread the zebra mussel. Bait dealers located
throughout New Jersey purchase bait such as minnows from other states, The bait could be

o t ' g b .sell e that isth int tion llyd ped ' to a
local waterway.

Commercial ships, especially barges, can be a major vector for spreading zebra mussels.
Hpwever, the majority of New Jersey's waterways are npt used for shipping. Zebra musse}s
cou}d be introduced into the Delaware River by these vessels traveling as far north as the Phila-
delp}ua/ Camden area. Ships also travel in Raritan Bay, the Arthur Kill and Newark Bay, but
the saljnity is probably too high for zebra mussels.

Once the zebra mussel invades New Jersey, it will be able to travel from one body of
water tp another via the old canal systems  i.e. Raritan canal!. This natural dispersion mecha-
nism could spread the mussel throughout much of New Jersey.

NEW JERSEY ZEBRA MUSSEL OUTREACH PROGRAM

The New Jersey Sea Grant Marine Advisory Service  NJSGMAS! zebra mussel outreach
program works closely with the Great Lakes and Mid-At}antic Sea Grant Zebra Mussel Net-
works. The primary goal of the program is to educate potentially affected industries; state,
county and local goverrunents; natural resource managers, environmentalists and the public
 especially natural resource users! by providing them with current information on the ecology,
identification, monitoring and control of the zebra mussel.

The NJSGMAS program utilizes various methods to accomplish it's outreach efforts. Two
fact sheets that target recreational boaters in the region are being produced.r duced. One fact sheet will

educate recreational boatersX fishermen about the zebra mussel and ways to prevent it's spread.
The other fact sheet will discuss boat bottom treatment laws andand re~~~~~tions in the Mid-Atlantic

reg}on A GIS map identifying potential areas of zebra mussel in1 infestation in the Mid-Atlantic

g' "  New Jersey to North Carolina! is being produced,
The NJSGMAS has conducted conferences and meetings, given prese, p'ven resentations, ublished

roduced a series of radio scripts and identi-~s m various magazines and newspapers and produce a .
wer enera ting facilities,boy cards about the zebra mussel. These programs are targeting po g

marinas, boaters, fishermen, govern-~cipal water authorities, agribusinesses, golf courses,
enta}ists and the general public,t agenc}es, natural resource managers, env}ronmenta

CONC LUSlON

gh robability of infestation by the zebra~y of New Jersey's waterways have a high pro a i ity ofd recreational boaters/fLshermen are some o~a} dispersion, commercial ships and recrea 'o
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the potential vectors for spreading the zebra mussel in New Jersey. The main goal of the
NJSGMAS zebra mussel outreach program is to educate New Jersey residents and industries
about the zebra mussel. Through these educational efforts, we hope to slow the spread of zebra
mussels within the state and assist potentially affected industries to minimize the impacts of the
zebra mussel.



Delaware: Criteria for Determining
Areas At Risk

Jim Falk
Delaware Sea Grant

INTRODUCTION

Delaware is a small state comprised of only three counties  New Castle, Kent, Sussex!. lt
is surrounded by mostly saline and brackish water  Delaware Bay, Atlantic Ocean, and portions
of the Delaware River!. Numerous streams, ponds, lakes, and a major inland bay system also
add to the total surface water within the state. From an initial examination of the major water-
sheds in the state, we have conducted the following risk assessment.

DETERMINING AREAS AT RISK

The state Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control  DNREC! selects
stream basins or watersheds for planning, monitoring and controL There are 36 identified sys-
terns throughout the state. Six of the watersheds have been designated as protected use for pub-
lic  drinking! water supply and should be monitored. These six watersheds are in the northem-
most county of New Castle.

All of the watersheds except two  Army Creek in New Castle County and Bunting's
Branch in Sussex County! are "protected for industrial water supply." Two important systems
that should also be closely monitored include the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal {New Castle
County! and the Nanticoke Watershed in Sussex County.

There are 60 lakes and ponds scattered throughout the state. Most of the large water
bodies are state-owned and used for recreation, DNREC, Division of Fish and Wildlife, owns
and manages 23 of them for fishing, Numerous smaller ponds are also used for farm purposes,
especially irrigation of crops, and more recently for aquaculture purposes. All of Delaware's
lakes and ponds are srnaH in size  less than 5,NN acres!, and most are located in Kent and Sus-
sex counties. Many of these smaH water bodies could be infested with zebra mussels by small
boats traveling from an infested waterway. Monitoring of these systems is a must.

The portion of the Delaware River that touches northern Delaware and is used by vari-
ous water users  water supply and industrial uses! is not included as a separate watershed;
however, it, too, should be monitored for any signs of zebra mussel infestation.

61
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MAjPR .ATER USKRS

Major water users irl the state have been identified as those industries or agencies pos
sessing either water discharge  NPDES! or water withdrawal permits from the state D-'GREC.
With the help of DNREC staff, wc have been able to obtain addresses of these water users to
begin educating and informing them of the potential threat of the zebra mussel.There are 95 Permit holders in the state: 54'%%d from Ne~ Castle County, 31'!. from Sussex
County, 11 "%%d from Kent County, 5",' other. Permit holders include major chemical companies
such as DuPont, ICI, ancl Hercules, poultry processing plants such as Townsend's and Perd�e
power generating companies, murucipal wastewater operations, and drinking water suppliers A
majority of these water users who have responded to a brief survey are using fresh water, and
most monitor these common parameters: pH, dissolved oxygen, and temperature. Very few
measure calcium, a necessary chemical for zebra mussel growth.

As we receive additional responses from the water users and begin to better characterize
the physical makeup and composition of our major water bodies in the state, we should be able
to more accurately respond to the needs of the state's water users, Our primary goal is to be
able to tell each surface water user in the state how likely they are to be faced with the threat of
a.bra mussel infestation � based on the parameters identified as critical to zebra mussel repro-
duction and growth.

EDUCATION AND AlVARENESS

The Sea Grant Marine Advisory Service and Sea Grant Communication Staffs in Dela-
ware are committed to providing zebra mussel education and awareness. A first task was to
identify major water users throughout the state, maintain mailing lists of these municipalities
and industries and identify the major state agency offices who have oversight for water quality
and permithng water uses.

Information is being shared with cooperative extension colleagues and other scientists at
the university in order to acquaint a large network of educators about the zebra mussel and the
potential impacts that it could have. Newsletter articles, radio public service announcements,
and distribution of zebra mussel identification cards also spread the word to statewide audi-
ences. These cards, adapted from cards developed for the Great Lakes states, carry a local tele-
phone number for people to call if they have questions about zebra mussels. A stick-on decal
will caution recreational boaters in Delaware and throughout the region about the transfe«f
mussels from one area to another after boating in an infested area,

Once conditions for Dreisserra growth and reproduction are known, the Delawar'e Sea
Grant will identify water bodies in the state that are at high, moderate, or low risk for invasion
by the organisrrr. The Scientific and Technical Committee meeting of the Inland Bays Estuary
program and the Delaware Estuary Program will include discussion of the potential for ze ra
mussel infestation m the near future.
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ZEBRA MUSSEL ANECDOTE

Last November, a call came in from an individual at a chemical company along the Dela
ware River about a possible infestatio~ of zebra rnussels. He had noticed some hard shelledorganisms growing on pit probes in his water-cooling intake system, Everything he had heard
and seen about zebra mussels made him think that an invasion along the Delaware River had
started.He sent a sample to the Zebra Mussel Clearinghouse, sponsored by the New pork Sea
Grant. At that time, there had been no sightings of zebra rnussels in the Delaware River, Fortu-
nately, the organisms were identified as a species of snail.As time goes on and as more locations install monitoring systems, more hard-shelled
organisms will have to be identified. Next time we may not be as lucky, and the baU game will
change dramahcally.



The Zebra Mussel Information
Clearinghouse

New York Sea Grant Kxtensiort

Since its discovery in Lake St. Clair June, 19SH!, the zebra mussel  Dreissena polymorpha!
has spread throughout the Great Lakes; the Arkansas, Hudson, Illinois, Mississippi, Mohawk,
Ohio, St, Lawrence, and Tennessee Rivers; and other waters of southern Canada and eastern
United States. Zebra rnussels foul the intakes of municipal drinking water, electric power gen-
eration, and industrial facilities and affect aquatic food webs, ecosystems, navigation, and beach
use. Electric utilities, industries, municipal water authorities, natural resource management
agencies, and government officials need information on the mussek

ZEBRA MUSSEL INI'-ORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE

This special project of the New York Sea Grant Extension Program, was established in
1990 to:

serve as a national focal point for zebra mussel information

provide easy access to the most current research, technological, and policy information
available on the biology, spread, impact, and control of the mussel

facilitate and coordinate zebra mussel information sharing throughout North America

~ provide timely dissemination of research findings

The Clearinghouse works in conjunction with Sea Grant programs in
Nevv England, laid-Atlantic, Southeast, and Gulf regions, as well as universities, government
agendes, industries and others involved in zebra mussel information and research throughout
th«nited States and Canada. The Federal Aquatic Nuisance Species Task Force and the U,S.
Army Corps of Engineers use the Clearinghouse to report on federal initiatives regarding zebra
mussel research and policy issues.
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The Clearinghouse is funded by grants from electric utilities, public water authorities
industry, and the National Sea Grant College program,

CLEARINGHOUSE SERVICES

Technical Library Collection: The Clearinghouse maintains North America's largest, most corn
prehensive library of research and other relevant information on the zebra mussel and related
biological macrofoulers, available from the Clearinghouse on interlibrary loan.

Bibliography: A 90-page Technical Collection bibliography is available for $3.00  U.S.!

The Dreissena polymorpha Inforlnation Review: A bimonthly research-based periodical, ad-
dressing all facets of zebra mussel biology, spread, monitoring, impacts, control research, and
public policy. The DpiR is available for a $60  U,S,! annual subscription fee.

Electronic Databases: Annotated versions of the Technical CoUection Bibliography that can be
searched by keywords are available on the INTEIWET and EPRINET computer networks; inter-
library loan copies can be ordered by electronic mail. Call for information,

Zebra Mussel Information Clearinghouse
2% Hartwell Hall

SUNY College at Brockport
Brockport, NY 14420-292S
�16! 395-2516
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Virginia Institute of Marine Science
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Dr- Jaxnes T, Carlton, Director
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Zebra Niussel Dispersal in Fresh Water and
Estuarine Systems

Jeff Web Agent
Wisconsin Sea Grant Advisory Services
ES105, University of Wisconsin, Green Bay
Green Bay, WI 54311-7001
414-465-2795 FAX: 414-465-2376
Zebra Mussels and Envr'ronmentat Alteration

Eleanor Bochenek
New Jersey Sea Grant
Ocean County Extension Center
1623 Whitesville Road
Toms River, NJ 08753
201-349-1152 FAX; 908-505-S941
Status Report for New Jersey

Rich Bohn, Area Marine Extension Agent
University of 5/Iaryland
Cooperative Extension Service
St. Mary's Extension Office
P.O. Box 663, Leonardtown, MD 20650
301-475-4485 FAX; 301-475-44S9
Status Report for Maryland

John Christmas, Natural Resources Biologist
Maryland Department of Natural Resources
Tawes State Office,
Tidewater Administration, CBRM, Bldg. ¹B-3
580 Taylor Avenue
Annapolis, MD 21401
410-974-3767 FAX: 410-974-2680
Status Report for Maryland

Barbara Doll, Specialist
North Carolina Sea Grant
North Carolina University
P.O, Box 8605
Raleigh, NC 27695
919-515-5287 FAX: 919-515-7802
Status Report for North Carotina

Mr. James M, Falk, Specialist
Delaware Sea Grant College Program
Marine Advisory Service
700 Pilottown Road
Lewes, DE 19958
302-645-4235 FAX: 302-645-4007
Development of the Mid-Atlanfic Zebra Mussel
Effort
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Dr. Vic Kennedy
Center for Environmental and Estuarine

Studies

University of Maryland
P.O. Box 775

Cambridge, Maryland 21613
FAX: 410-476-5490

Zebra Mussel Biology and Physiology: Implications
for the Chesapeake and Mid-Atlantic Estuaries

Cliff Kraft

Wisconsin Sea Grant

ES105, University of Wisconsin, Green Bay
Green Bay, Wl 54311-7001
414-465-2795 FAX: 414-465-2376

Zebra Mussels and Envtronrnental Alteration

Dennis Lassuy, Fish k Wildlife Biologist
USFW, 4401 N, Fairfax Drive, Room 840
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F A X: 703-358-2044

Regulatory Issues: Non-Indigenous Aquatic
Nuisance

Sp< ries Prevention and Control Act of 1990

Dr. Wilfred I., LePage, Superintendent
Treatment and Pumping
Monroe Michigan Water Authority
915 E. Front

Monroe, Ml 48161

313-241-5947 FAX: 313-241-2162

Zebra Mussels and Shutdown of the Monroe
Water Plant

Mr. David B, MacNeill, Fishery Biology

Specialist
Vew York Sea Grant Extension Program

Hartwell 1 Iall

SUNY College at Brockport, Brockport, NY
14420-292S

716-395-2638 FAX; 716-395-2466

Zebra Mussel Biology and Physiology:
Implications for the Chesapeake and Mid-Atlantic
Estuaries

Roger Mann
Virginia Sea Grant tk Virginia Institute of
Marine Science

Gloucester Point, VA 23062

Introduction to State Reports; Criteria for
Determining Areas at Risk

Mr. Charles R. O' Neill, jr., Regional Extension

Specialist
New York Sea Grant Extension Program
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SUNY College at Brockport, Brockport, NY
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Zebra Mussel Information Clearinghouse
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Zebra Mussel Control

Harriette Phelps
University of District of Columbia
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Washington, DC 20008
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Status Report for Washington, D.C,
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Preparing a Municipal Water Supply for Zebra
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Camp Perry, Building 3, Room 12
University of Ohio
Port Clinton, OH 43452
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Use

Ray Tuttle, Manager
Envirorunental Technical Services
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P.O. Box 3607
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Economic Impact of Zebra Mussels in the
Northeast

Don Webster, Area Marine Extension Agent
University of Maryland Cooperative Extension
Service

Wye Research Center
P.O. Box 169

Queenstown, MD 21658

410-827-8056 FAX: 410-827-9039

Status Report for Maryland
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